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Abstract

We study succinct non-interactive arguments (SNARGs) and succinct non-interactive argu-
ments of knowledge (SNARKs) for the class UP in the reusable designated verifier model. UP
is an expressive subclass of NP consisting of all NP languages where each instance has at most
one witness; a designated verifier SNARG (dvSNARG) is one where verification of the SNARG
proof requires a private verification key; and such a dvSNARG is reusable if soundness holds
even against a malicious prover with oracle access to the (private) verification algorithm.

Our main results are as follows.

1. A reusably and adaptively sound zero-knowledge (zk) dvSNARG for UP, from subexponen-
tial LWE and evasive LWE (a relatively new but popular variant of LWE). Our SNARGs
achieve very short proofs of length (1 + o(1)) · λ bits for 2−λ soundness error.

2. A generic transformation that lifts any “Sahai-Waters-like” (zk) SNARG to an adaptively
sound (zk) SNARG, in the designated-verifier setting. In particular, this shows that the
Sahai-Waters SNARG for NP is adaptively sound in the designated verifier setting, assuming
subexponential hardness of the underlying assumptions. The resulting SNARG proofs have
length (1 + o(1)) · λ bits for 2−λ soundness error. Our result sidesteps the Gentry-Wichs
barrier for adaptive soundness by employing an exponential-time security reduction.

3. A generic transformation that lifts any adaptively sound (zk) SNARG for UP to an
adaptively sound (zk) SNARK for UP, while preserving zero-knowledge. The resulting
SNARK achieves the strong notion of black-box extraction. There are barriers to achieving
such SNARKs for all of NP from falsifiable assumptions, so our restriction to UP is, in a
sense, necessary.

Applying (3) to our SNARG for UP from evasive LWE (1), we obtain a reusably and adaptively
sound designated-verifier zero-knowledge SNARK for UP from subexponential LWE and evasive
LWE. Moreover, applying both (2) and (3) to the Sahai-Waters SNARG, we obtain the same
result from LWE, subexponentially secure one-way functions, and subexponentially secure
indistinguishability obfuscation. Both constructions have succinct proofs of size poly(λ). These
are the first SNARK constructions (even in the designated-verifier setting) for a non-trivial
subset of NP from (sub-exponentially) falsifiable assumptions.
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1 Introduction

Can we generate short proofs of correctness, consisting of a few bytes, of long and possibly non-
deterministic computations, consisting of billions of steps? The notion of succinct non-interactive
arguments (SNARGs) [Mic00, GW11] gives us a positive answer to this question by introducing
two relaxations to the problem statement: computational soundness and the existence of a trusted
common random, or reference, string. The construction of SNARGs has been a tremendously active
area of research in cryptography, leading us to three broadly defined clusters of constructions.

The first cluster of constructions, starting from [Mic00] (building on Kilian’s succinct interactive
arguments [Kil92]) showed SNARGs (and even SNARKs, succinct non-interactive arguments of
knowledge) for all NP languages with security in the random oracle model or under strong, non-
falsifiable, knowledge assumptions [Gro10, BCCT12, BCCT13, BCI+13]. This class of SNARG
constructions have since then been engineered to have superior concrete efficiency (e.g. in a line of work
starting from [PHGR13, BCG+13, BCTV14]) and have been deployed in the real world [BCG+14].
Their very popularity and increasingly widespread use raises the question of whether one can place
SNARGs (and SNARKs) on a more solid footing of security, with constructions based on falsifiable
assumptions. The rest of this paper will focus on constructions in the plain model (that is, eschewing
random oracles).

The second cluster of constructions is really a singular beautiful construction, due to Sahai and
Waters [SW14], that builds a SNARG for NP from a sub-exponentially falsifiable assumption, namely
the existence of indistinguishability obfuscation (IO) schemes.1 The Sahai-Waters SNARG comes
with very short proofs, essentially O(λ) bits for a soundness error of 2−λ, but a long common reference
string (CRS) that is as long as the NP witness. A recent work of Jain and Jin [JJ22] shows how to
reduce the size of the CRS for a subclass of NP ∩ coNP. While IO can now be based on relatively
well-studied (and falsifiable) cryptographic assumptions [JLS21, JLS22], the constructions themselves
are complex and inefficient, which motivates the quest for simpler and more direct constructions.
An additional issue is that the constructions of [JLS21, JLS22] are not post-quantum secure.

The third cluster of constructions follows the paradigm of Kalai, Raz and Rothblum [KRR13, KRR14]
who construct a designated verifier SNARG for P from the learning with errors (LWE) assumption.
A designed verifier SNARG is a further relaxation where verification of the SNARG proof requires a
private verification key. This has since been built upon by a large body of work over the last decade
([KPY19, CCH+19, CJJ21, JKLV24] and many others), obtaining public verifiability and extending
the reach to larger and larger classes of languages. However, until now, the most expressive class for
which we can construct a SNARG following this line of work (even in the easier designated verifier
setting) is a subclass of NP ∩ coNP [JKLV24].

Several intriguing questions emerge in light of these constructions.

SNARG for NP from LWE? Can we match the expressivity of the Sahai-Waters SNARG, while
basing security only on the well-studied (and presumably post-quantum secure) LWE assumption?
The question is open even in the easier, designated verifier (dv), setting.

1Indistinguishability obfuscation is not a polynomially falsifiable cryptographic assumption but it is sub-exponentially
falsifiable. Alternatively, IO constructions can be based on falsifiable assumptions, e.g. [JLS21, JLS22].
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Q1: Can we construct a (dv)SNARG for NP (or large subclasses thereof) from the LWE
assumption?

Our first contribution is the construction of a designated verifier SNARG with reusable soundness
for UP (unambiguous nondeterministic polynomial time), a subclass of NP where each instance
has a unique witness (for example, the set of all numbers that are a product of two distinct prime
numbers), from a variant of LWE (see the next paragraph). In a designated verifier SNARG, one
could require soundness against (efficient) malicious provers that either have oracle access to the
verification algorithm or not. Soundness against the former (stronger) class of malicious provers is
referred to as reusable soundness, since the verification key can be safely reused to check polynomially
many proofs. If the cheating prover is not allowed access to the verification oracle, one obtains
the weaker notion of non-reusable soundness (some SNARG constructions, e.g. [KRR13, KRR14]
achieve this weaker notion). Henceforth, when we refer to a designated verifier SNARG, we will
always mean one with reusable soundness.

Our construction is sound under a relatively new, but popular, variant of LWE called evasive
LWE [Wee22, Tsa22, VWW22, HLL23]. Informally, evasive LWE acts as a “bridge” between the
standard learning with errors (LWE) assumption and the existence of indistinguishability obfuscation
(IO). Evasive LWE has proved fruitful in constructing several cryptographic primitives such as witness
encryption and null-IO [Tsa22, VWW22], optimal broadcast encryption [Wee22], multi-authority
ABE [WWW22] and unbounded-depth attribute-based encryption [HLL23] that we have so far been
able to construct from IO but not from the LWE assumption alone. These constructions also provide
a potential pathway to achieving constructions based on plain LWE. (For a description of the evasive
LWE assumption, we refer the reader to Eq. (1) in Section 2.1).

Informal Theorem 1. Assuming sub-exponential LWE and evasive LWE, there exists an reusably
sound designated-verifier zero-knowledge SNARG for UP. The length of the SNARG proof is
λ+ ω(log(|x|+ |w|+ λ)) to achieve a soundness error of 2−λ. The length of the common reference
string is poly(λ, |x|, |w|).

We achieve this result via the construction of a new average-case obfuscator for a class of function
families with pseudorandom truth tables, called σ-PRF obfuscation, from evasive LWE (see Section 4).
We consider the notion and construction of σ-PRF obfuscation of potentially independent interest;
for example, our construction captures and generalizes many existing constructions of primitives
from LWE such as shift hiding functions and constrained pseudorandom functions.

Adaptive Soundness. A second question relates to the notion of adaptive soundness which
allows a cheating prover to pick the instance on which she decides to cheat, based on the common
reference string. On the one hand, adaptive soundness is the desired form of security as many
applications require one to publish a CRS and being able to handle NP statements chosen after the
fact. On the other hand, constructions from the second and third cluster typically do not satisfy
adaptive soundness. In particular, the Sahai-Waters construction is non-adaptively sound; and the
construction of Jin, Kalai, Lombardi and Vaikuntanathan [JKLV24] for a subclass of NP ∩ coNP
is also inherently non-adaptively sound. This question is interesting even for the easier designated
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verifier setting, even with strong (falsifiable) assumptions, and even for subclasses of NP.2

Q2: Can we construct an adaptively secure (dv)SNARG for NP (or an interesting
subclass thereof)?

Our second contribution is the construction of an adaptively secure reusable dvSNARG from evasive
LWE. Indeed, we show that the construction from Theorem 1 is adaptively sound as-is.

As a third contribution, we show a general lifting theorem, based on careful complexity leveraging,
that takes any non-adaptively sound “Sahai-Waters-type” dvSNARG construction, and shows that it
is also adaptively sound, without increasing the proof length (rather, only the length of the CRS).
Our lifting theorem applies to [SW14] as well as to our evasive LWE-based SNARG construction.
To the best of our knowledge, this lifting theorem is new, and crucially leverages the designated
verifier setting.

Informal Theorem 2. Assuming the sub-exponential hardness of underlying assumptions, SNARGs
in the “style of Sahai-Waters” can be made adaptively secure in the designated verifier setting, with
proof size λ+ ω(log(|x|+ |w|+ λ)) to achieve a soundness error of 2−λ.

In particular, we show in Section 7 that the Sahai-Waters SNARG [SW14] itself can be made
adaptively secure in the designated verifier setting by assuming the sub-exponential hardness of the
underlying indistinguishability obfuscation scheme and puncturable PRF family.

On the Gentry-Wichs Barrier. It is instructive to pause and ponder why our result does not contradict
the Gentry-Wichs (GW) impossibility for SNARGs [GW11]. Gentry and Wichs showed that any
construction of an adaptively sound SNARG for a hard language (even a designated verifier one,
and even one with a long CRS [CGKS23]) cannot be based on a falsifiable assumption. In slightly
more detail, any purported reduction from solving an instance of a falsifiable assumption to breaking
the adaptive soundness of such a SNARG can be turned into an algorithm (that runs in the same
time as the reduction) that decides the language without any help. Ergo, if the language is hard,
such a reduction does not exist. Our construction seems to overcome the GW impossibility for two
reasons, one more fundamental than the other: (1) our reduction runs in time exponential in the
witness length, and is thus trivially powerful enough to decide the language; and (2) the evasive
LWE assumption, on the face of it, is not falsifiable. The second of these two reasons does not
appear to be fundamental, again for two reasons. First, to the best of our knowledge, it is plausible
that evasive LWE could one day be proved hard under a falsifiable assumption. In such a world,
the only reason why our SNARG construction evades the GW impossibility would be the runtime
of the reduction. Secondly, it is worth noting that σ-PRF obfuscation, on which our SNARG for
UP is directly based, is a sub-exponentially falsifiable assumption, in the same sense that IO is a
sub-exponentially falsifiable assumption.

The fact that our reduction runs in time exponential in the witness length affects the length of the
CRS but not the length of the proof (the same way it plays out in the [SW14] SNARG.)

2The recent, and concurrent, work of Waters and Wu [WW24] achieves an adaptively secure (and publicly verifiable)
SNARG for NP using indistinguishability obfuscation. We elaborate on this work in Section 1.1.
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SNARKs. A third question relates to the notion of succinct non-interactive arguments of knowledge,
or SNARKs. SNARKs are more directly useful in several applications than plain SNARGs. They
also compose better, e.g. in recursive constructions [BCCT13]. However, we know much less about
SNARKs; by a recent result, SNARKs in the plain model with black-box extraction do not exist for
all of NP [CGKS23, Kal23]. This leads us to the following question:

Q3: Can we construct a (dv)SNARK for an interesting subclass of NP?

We show a general compiler that takes any adaptively sound SNARG for UP and converts it into a non-
adaptively extractable SNARK. Given the impossibility result for NP mentioned above [CGKS23],
our restriction to UP is essential.

Informal Theorem 3. Assuming sub-exponential LWE, any adaptively sound SNARG for UP can
be compiled into one with (non-adaptive) black-box knowledge soundness. If the original SNARG is
publicly verifiable, so is the SNARK. Additionally, if the underlying SNARG is zero-knowledge, the
resulting SNARK is also zero-knowledge.

We achieve the weaker form of non-adaptive knowledge extraction; the stronger adaptive form is also
known to be impossible w.r.t. black-box extraction for essentially any non-trivial language [CGKS23].
Our transformation here builds heavily on the work of [CGKS23] and corrects two issues with their
construction (see Remark 8.4). Additionally, the transformation of [CGKS23] relied on a SNARG
for NP, whereas a SNARG for UP is sufficient for our transformation. Our compiler gives us zero
knowledge for free. We also note that adaptive security of the underlying construction seems crucial
for both our transformation and that of [CGKS23]. For more details, see Section 8.

Combining this transformation with our SNARG for UP, we obtain a construction of a reusably and
adaptively sound, and non-adaptively extractable, SNARK for UP from evasive LWE.

Informal Theorem 4. Assuming sub-exponential LWE and evasive LWE, there exists a reusable
and adaptively sound zero-knowledge SNARK for UP in the designated verifier setting, achieving
non-adaptive black-box knowledge soundness with proof size poly(λ). The length of the common
reference string is poly(λ, |x|, |w|).

Additionally, by applying our compilers to the Sahai-Waters SNARG with sub-exponential hardness
of underlying assumptions, we also obtain the following corollary.

Informal Theorem 5. Assuming LWE, sub-exponentially-secure indistinguishability obfuscation
and sub-exponentially-secure one-way functions, there exists a reusable and adaptively sound zero-
knowledge SNARK system for UP in the designated verifier setting, achieving black-box knowledge
soundness with proof size poly(λ). The length of the common reference string is poly(λ, |x|, |w|).

To the best of our knowledge, these are the first SNARK constructions (even in the designated
verifier setting) for a non-trivial subset of NP from (sub-exponential) falsifiable assumptions. Both
our SNARG to SNARK for UP compiler and that of Campanelli et al. [CGKS23] seem to require
adaptively sound underlying SNARGs, and we (along with the concurrent work of Waters and Wu
[WW24], see Section 1.1) instantiate the first such SNARGs from (sub-exponentially) falsifiable
assumptions.

For a roadmap of our results, see Fig. 1.
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Adaptive
dvSNARG for NP

Adaptive dvSNARG
for UP from Evasive

LWE (Sections 4, 5, 6)

Non-adaptive SNARG
for NP from iO [SW14]

Adaptive
dvSNARK for UP

Adaptive SNARG for
NP from iO [WW24]

Adaptive
SNARK for UP

Section 7

Section 8 +
[CGKS23]

Section 8 + [CGKS23]

Figure 1: Roadmap of our results and transformations. All of the constructions above are additionally
multi-theorem adaptively zero knowledge. Our results are highlighted in orange, and concurrent work
and its implications are highlighted in blue. All transformations from our paper are denoted by arrows
labeled by the corresponding sections. The dashed arrow represents an immediate consequence.

1.1 Concurrent Work

In concurrent work, Waters and Wu [WW24] modify the Sahai-Waters construction to achieve
adaptivity in the publicly-verifiable setting. They show the following.

Theorem 1.1 ([WW24, Theorem 1.1]). Assuming (1) either the polynomial hardness of computing
discrete logs in a prime-order group or the polynomial hardness of factoring, (2) sub-exponentially-
secure indistinguishability obfuscation, and (3) sub-exponentially-secure one-way functions, there
exists a publicly verifiable, perfectly zero-knowledge SNARG for all of NP, with proof size poly(λ).

In comparison to our “lifting” theorem (Informal Theorem 3), we note that their transformation
introduces a new assumption and requires a white-box modification to the Sahai-Waters SNARG. On
the other hand, our transformation works for any SNARG in the style of Sahai-Waters (we describe
the precise class of SNARGs we mean in Section 2.2), although we are restricted to the (reusable)
designated verifier setting.

Combining the Waters-Wu SNARG with our SNARG to SNARK compiler in Informal Theorem 3, or
the compiler of [CGKS23], we obtain the corollary that there exists a (publicly verifiable) zkSNARK
for all of UP achieving black-box extractability (see Fig. 1). To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first publicly verifiable SNARK for a non-trivial subset of NP from (sub-exponential) falsifiable
assumptions.

1.2 Organization of the Paper

First, in Section 2, we give high-level descriptions of our SNARG for UP, our adaptive security
transformation, and our SNARG-to-SNARK compiler. In Section 3, we state basic definitions and
lemmas. In Section 4, we introduce the notion of σ-matrix PRFs, and show how to obfuscate
sufficiently secure σ-matrix PRFs using LWE and evasive LWE. In Section 5, we use our σ-matrix
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PRF obfuscation to construct an adaptively secure witness PRF for UP. In Section 6, we show a
generic transformation from a (sufficiently secure) adaptively secure witness PRF for an NP language
L to a reusable, adaptively secure designated-verifier SNARG for L. In Section 7, we show that
a class of “Sahai-Waters-type” SNARGs (which includes our SNARG for UP) can be generically
upgraded to adaptive soundness in the designated verifier setting, if we assume the sub-exponential
hardness of the underlying primitives. Finally, in Section 8, we show that any adaptively sound
SNARG for UP can be generically transformed into a SNARK for UP, with black-box knowledge
soundness.

2 Technical Overview

2.1 Our SNARG for UP from Evasive LWE

We first recall the zk-SNARG for NP construction of Sahai and Waters [SW14] from indistinguisha-
bility obfuscation and one-way functions. For simplicity, we describe their construction in the
designated-verifier model. Given a relation circuit C, the Sahai-Waters common reference string
is an obfuscation of the following circuit P . On input x,w, P checks if C(x,w) = 1. If yes, P
outputs a PRF value π = fk(x), and otherwise it outputs ⊥. The designated verifier simply stores
the PRF key k, and on input (x, π), accepts iff π = fk(x). To show soundness of the SNARG on a
non-adaptively chosen x∗ /∈ L, Sahai and Waters use a punctured programming technique to show
that fk(x

∗) remains hidden even given an indistinguishability obfuscation of P .

Overview. Our SNARG for UP construction proceeds in two steps, and the second step follows
an approach very similar to that of Sahai and Waters. In the first step, we construct a witness PRF
[Zha16] for UP. In the second, which we explain next, we generically convert any witness PRF for a
NP language L into a SNARG for L. Recall that, intuitively, a witness PRF is a PRF fk taking
instances x as input, along with an evaluation key ek such that

Eval(ek, x, w) =

{
fk(x) if R(x,w) = 1

⊥ otherwise.

In particular, ek hides fk(x) for all x /∈ L3. Given a witness PRF for L, we construct a SNARG
for L as follows: the common reference string is the evaluation key ek; the prover on input (x,w)
computes y = fk(x) using ek and w and outputs y, and the designated verifier stores k and on
input (x, π), accepts iff π = fk(x). The (adaptive) security of the witness PRF implies the adaptive
security of our SNARG; for a rough intuition, one can view the witness PRF-based argument as a
strengthening of the Sahai-Waters punctured programming argument, where all x /∈ L are punctured
simultaneously.

Above, the witness PRF evaluation key ek plays the role of an obfuscation of the original PRF; in
particular, functionality allows computation of fk(x) for x ∈ L given a witness w for x, but security
guarantees that the values fk(x) are hidden for x /∈ L. The first step—the construction of a witness

3For a reader familiar with constrained PRFs [BW13], a witness PRF is similar to a constrained PRF on a relation
circuit R(x,w), except that the output value when R(x,w) = 1 depends only on x, not both x and w.
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PRF for UP from LWE and evasive LWE—also relies on an obfuscation notion for PRFs (more
precisely, a relaxation of PRFs). To describe the witness PRF construction for UP, it will be helpful
to first describe a simplified construction that does not work. Specifically, it does not work because
it requires a strong PRF obfuscation guarantee that we do not know how to obtain.

Simplified Construction of a Witness PRF for UP. First, we instantiate a PRF corresponding
to a UP relation R, with the following structure:

fk1,k2(x,w) =

{
gk1(x) if R(x,w) = 1

gk1(x) + gk2(x,w) otherwise.

where both gk1 and gk2 are PRFs.

Note that if R were not a UP relation, i.e. there exists some x ∈ L with multiple witnesses, then
fk1,k2 would not be a PRF. In particular, if some instance x had two corresponding witness w1 and
w2, then we would have fk1,k2(x,w1) = gk1(x) = fk1,k2(x,w2). This is why our construction only
works for UP relations.

Next, we obfuscate fk1,k2 . For now, we will assume an obfuscation scheme Obf such that Obf(fk1,k2)
allows the evaluation of fk1,k2 on any input x,w, while enjoying the strong average-case obfuscation
property that there exists a fixed distribution D such that for random keys k1, k2,

Obf(fk1,k2) ≈c D .

Notice that this type of obfuscation would certainly not be possible if fk1,k2 were not a PRF–that is,
if the outputs of fk1,k2 were not indistinguishable from a fixed distribution independent of k1, k2.

Given this strong obfuscation, our witness PRF construction is straightforward. The generation
algorithm simply samples k = (k1, k2) and ek = Obf(fk1,k2); the underlying PRF is gk1(x), which,
for x ∈ L, can be computed given ek and the witness w for x. Security is straightforward, since by
obfuscation security, the evaluation key ek can be replaced with an independent sample from D,
which completely hides k1.

From Simplified to Complete Construction However, we cannot quite obtain this strong
notion of obfuscation from evasive LWE. In our real construction, we actually obfuscate an object
that we call a σ-matrix PRF. This is a keyed family of functions {fk}k that satisfies a relaxation
of the definition of a PRF, where each fk is computable by a matrix branching program. In this
technical overview, we will assume for simplicity that all matrix branching programs are read-once;
in the full construction, we generalize this to read-c matrix branching programs using more-or-less
standard techniques (see Lemma 4.5). Recall that a (read-once) matrix branching program (MBP)

f :=
(
{Mi,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1},u,v

)
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is a collection of matrices and pair of vectors, all over some ring (in our case, Zq for some prime q).
Abusing notation, the MBP f is said to compute the function f : {0, 1}h → Zq defined by

fk(x) = uT

∏
i∈[h]

Mi,xi

v .

The other notion we need is that of a σ-PRF. We define a σ-PRF (in the presence of auxiliary input
aux) to be a keyed family of functions {fk}k satisfying the following pseudorandomness guarantee:
letting {ex ← DZ,σ}x∈{0,1}h be independent Gaussian errors, we have that for a random key k,

{fk(x) + ex}x∈{0,1}h , aux(k) ≈c {U(Zq)}x∈{0,1}h , aux(k) .

(We note that this is actually the σ-PRF guarantee specialized to adversaries powerful enough to
write down the entire truth table. This is the setting we care about, since our proof of obfuscation
security will need pseudorandomness against even stronger adversaries.)

Finally, we define a σ-matrix PRF to be a σ-PRF computable by polynomial-sized matrix branching
programs. Given a sufficiently secure σ-matrix PRF, our obfuscation will satisfy the strong security
guarantee from above: namely, that there exists a fixed distribution D such that for random keys k,

Obf(fk) ≈c D .

However, it will only have approximate correctness; that is, knowing Obf(fk) will only allow the
evaluation of fk1,k2(x,w) + e, where e is a noise term of width at least σ. This is in fact necessary in
general, since otherwise the evaluations would not be pseudorandom, and could be used to break
indistinguishability.

Before we describe our obfuscation scheme, let us complete the construction assuming that such
a scheme exists. First, notice that approximate correctness has little effect on our witness PRF
construction. We simply round the witness PRF values; that is, the underlying PRF becomes
⌊gk1(x)⌉p. Choosing p appropriately, we can guarantee that except with negligible probability, for
all x ∈ L with corresponding witness w,

⌊fk1,k2(x,w) + e⌉p = ⌊gk1(x) + e⌉p = ⌊gk1(x)⌉p ;

that is, the witness PRF values ⌊gk1(x)⌉p can be recovered from the noisy evaluations fk1,k2(x,w)+ e
yielded by the evaluation key Obf(fk1,k2).

The only remaining issue is to instantiate a σ-PRF fk1,k2(·, ·) with the desired structure. In this
and in the proof of obfuscation security, we in large part follow the witness encryption construction
of Vaikuntanathan, Wee and Wichs [VWW22]. Our starting point is the unrounded BLMR PRF
([BLMR13]). For appropriate parameters, the BLMR PRF is a σ-PRF that has very high levels
of security under sub-exponential LWE (see Lemma 3.9). Moreover, since it is defined as a subset
product of matrices, it can easily be computed by a matrix branching program. To construct the
MBP fk1,k2 , we carefully combine two BLMR σ-matrix PRFs gk1 and gk2 with a MBP fR computing
the UP relation R. (The latter exists by combining a classical reduction to Circuit-SAT and the
classical result due to Barrington that any function computable by logarithmic-depth Boolean circuits
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can be represented by a read-many MBP.) This completes the construction. Next, we turn to a
description of our obfuscation scheme from LWE and evasive LWE.

Constructing an Obfuscation Scheme for σ-Matrix PRFs. To construct our obfuscation
scheme, we rely on the evasive LWE assumption, introduced by [Wee22, Tsa22]. We first describe
the assumption and then use it to construct our obfuscation scheme. Fix some efficiently samplable
distributions (S,P, aux) over Zn′×n

q × Zn×t
q × {0, 1}∗. We want to be able to show statements of the

form

(SB+E,B−1(P), aux) ≈c (C,B−1(P), aux)

where B ← Zn×m
q ,C ← Zn′×m

q are uniformly random. (The reader should think of parameters
t ≥ m = Ω(n log q) so that P is wider than B.) There are two distinguishing strategies in the
literature:

• distinguish SB+E from C given aux;

• compute (SB+E) ·B−1(P) = SP+E ·B−1(P) ≈ SP and distinguish the latter from uniform,
again given aux.

The evasive LWE assumption essentially asserts that these are the only distinguishing attacks.
Namely,

if (SB+E,SP+E′, aux) ≈c (C,C′, aux), (1)

then (SB+E,B−1(P), aux) ≈c (C,B−1(P), aux) (2)

where E′ is a fresh noise matrix of not-too-large magnitude relative to E. We refer to Eq. (1) as
the pre-condition, and Eq. (2) as the post-condition. We give a formal definition of Evasive LWE in
Section 4.5.

We now use evasive LWE to construct our obfuscation for σ-matrix PRFs fk(x) = uTMxv, where
k = {Mi,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1},u,v. As above, we will assume that fk is read-once. And, as mentioned above,
our construction closely follows the witness encryption construction of Vaikuntanathan, Wichs and
Wee [VWW22].

First, we sample matrices with small Gaussian entries Si,b ← Dn×n
Z,σ , and construct the following

diagonal matrices

Ŝi,b =

(
Mi,b

Si,b.

)
Additionally, set the “bookend vectors” û = (u | 1n) and v̂ = (v | 0n). Note that

ûT Ŝxv̂ = uTMxv = fk(x) .

Using the encoding technique of Gentry, Gorbunov and Halevi [GGH15] (often referred to as the
GGH15 encoding), we encode our matrices as follows:{

D1,b := ûŜ1,bA1
:::::::

}
b∈{0,1}, {Di,b := A−1i−1(Ŝi,bAi

:::::
)}2≤i≤h,b∈{0,1}
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where Ah = v̂, Ai ← Z(n+w)×4(n+w) log q
q , and A−1i (·) denotes a random preimage with small entries.

We use
::::
curly

:::::::::::
underlines to indicate noised terms; for example, A

:
indicates A+E for some small

noise term E. By the correctness of the GGH15 encodings, we have that up to small additive error,

Dx :=
∏
i∈[h]

Di,xi ≈ ûŜxv̂ = fk(x) ,

that is, the GGH encodings can be used to approximately compute the functionality of fk.

To prove security, we use LWE and evasive LWE to show that the GGH15 encodings look pseudo-
random. For notational simplicity, below, each instance of U will denote an independently sampled,
uniformly sampled matrix over Zq with appropriate dimensions. For the first step of the argument,
we set:

S = {ûŜx′}x′∈{0,1}h−1 ,B = Ah−1,P =

Ŝh,0Ah
::::::

Ŝh,1Ah
::::::

 , aux = aux(k)

Note that the product SP is just a noisy version of the pseudorandom truth table, that is:

SP = {ûŜxAh
::::::

}x∈{0,1}h = {fk(x)
:::::

}x∈{0,1}h .

Thus, SP is pseudorandom in in the presence of aux(k). It follows SP
:::

is too. Additionally, writing

Ah−1 =

(
Ah−1
Ah−1

)
, we have that

SB
:::

= {ûŜx′Ah−1
:::::::::

}x′∈{0,1}h−1

= {uMx′Ah−1}x′∈{0,1}h−1 + {1nSx′Ah−1
::::::::::

}x′∈{0,1}h−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
pseudorandom

≈c {U}x′∈{0,1}h−1

by invoking a BLMR-type argument [BLMR13] with public matrices Si,b and secret matrix Ah−1.
Because the Si,b matrices are treated as public, this indistinguishability also holds in the presence
of SP

:::
, and because the Si,b and Ai matrices are sampled independently of k, it holds even in the

presence of aux(k). Therefore,

(SB
:::

,SP
:::

, aux(k)) ≈c (U ,U , aux(k)).

Therefore, invoking evasive LWE, we get the following as the post-condition:(
{ûŜx′Ah−1

:::::::::
}x′∈{0,1}h−1 , {Dh,b}b, aux(k)

)
= (SB

:::
,B−1(P), aux(k))

≈c (U ,B−1(P), aux(k))

That is, we have “peeled off” the last pair of matrices {Dh,b}b while preserving pseudorandomness.
Now we repeat. In the second step of the argument, we use evasive LWE to peel off {Dh−1,b}b, by
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setting

S = {ûŜx′}x′∈{0,1}h−2 ,B = Ah−2,P =

Ŝh−1,0Ah−1
:::::::::::

Ŝh−1,1Ah−1
:::::::::::

 , aux = ({Dh,b}, aux(k))

Continuing in this way, applying evasive LWE a total of h− 1 times, we finally obtain that

({D1,b}b, {Di,b}i≥2,b, aux(k)) ≈c (U , {Di,b}i≥2,b, aux(k)).

Now the random matrix A1 only appears in {D2,b}b. Indeed, we have

(
D2,0

D2,1

)
=

A−11 (Ŝ2,0A2
::::::

)

A−11 (Ŝ2,0A2
::::::

)

 = A−11

(Ŝ2,0A2

Ŝ2,0A2

)
:::::::::

 .

And, following [CVW18], the random short preimages A−1i (·) are sampled in such a way that for any
matrix Z, for uniformly random Ai, A−1i (Z

:
) is indistinguishable from a discrete Gaussian sample

DZ,σ (independent of Z). Thus we can replace {D2,b}b with a fresh discrete Gaussian sample DZ,σ.
But now A2 only appears in {D3,b}b, so we can repeat the argument and replace {D3,b}b with DZ,σ.
Continuing in this way, we obtain

({D1,b}b, {Di,b}i≥2,b, aux(k)) ≈c (U , {DZ,σ}i≥2, aux(k)).

completing the proof. For a formal description of the obfuscation scheme and the formal proof, we
point the reader to Section 4.

On Heuristic Counterexamples to Evasive LWE. As shown in [VWW22], the evasive LWE
assumption is likely false for general auxiliary input aux. This is due to a heuristic attack in which
aux is an (ideal) obfuscation of a program which knows P along with a trapdoor τ for P, and on
input (C,D) uses τ to decide if C ·D is close to S′ ·P for some S′. (See [VWW22, Section 8.2] for
details.) Such an aux will break the post-condition of evasive LWE while leaving the pre-condition
valid. While it is reasonable to conjecture the security of evasive LWE for essentially any “reasonable”
aux [VWW22], in our case, caution is warranted.

The auxiliary input we use to argue the security of GGH encodings of σ-matrix PRFs has two
components. The first is the sequence of GGH-encoding matrices ({Di,b}i≥j , aux(k)) arising from
our inductive argument. The second is the auxiliary information aux(k) related to the PRF key k.

In our witness PRF construction, the second component aux(k) is a list of PRF values {PRFfk(x)}x/∈L
on inputs not in the language L, which seems quite benign. But the first component seems, at
least superficially, quite similar to the auxiliary input used in the heuristic attack. It is a GGH
encoding that can be viewed as the obfuscation of a certain program Π, and it is generated using a
trapdoor for a matrix related to P. However, we believe the similarity is only superficial. While
the trapdoor is used to generate the obfuscation of Π, the functionality of Π is independent of the
trapdoor for P (even of P). Indeed, evaluating the obfuscated program involves multiplying SB+E
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by the first matrix that is part of the obfuscated program, simply yielding the matrix SP+E′ in
the evasive LWE precondition. This is a key difference between our aux and the contrived auxiliary
input described in [VWW22], indeed, one that makes the existence of a similar attack unlikely.

2.2 Achieving Adaptive Security for “Sahai-Waters-like” SNARGs

As discussed above, Gentry and Wichs [GW11] showed that it is not possible to construct an
adaptively secure SNARG for all languages in NP through polynomial time reductions to falsifiable
assumptions, even in the designated verifier setting. In fact, this impossibility result holds for all
languages which have sub-exponentially hard-membership problems. Even UP languages such as
decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) are believed to have such sub-exponentially hard-membership
problems.

One interpretation of the Gentry-Wichs barrier is that one has to turn to sub-exponential hardness
assumptions to be able to argue adaptive soundness based on (sub-exponentially) falsifiable assump-
tions. Indeed, our SNARG for UP relies on sub-exponential LWE, in addition to evasive LWE, which
is seemingly not falsifiable. However, our reduction reduces the soundness of the SNARG to σ-PRF
obfuscation, which is in fact falsifiable. Therefore, the main reason our SNARG can be shown to be
adaptively sound is that our reduction runs in exponential time and the underlying assumption is
sub-exponential.

It is then natural to ask more generally if existing SNARG constructions, in particular the Sahai-
Waters SNARG, can be shown to be adaptively secure via similar exponential-time reductions to
sub-exponential security assumptions.

Complexity-leveraging. A general strategy to promote a non-adaptively secure scheme to an
adaptively secure one is complexity leveraging [BB04]. In the case of SNARGs, the high-level
idea is to guess the instance x∗ ← L that the adaptive cheating prover is going to cheat on, and
proceed with the non-adaptive security reduction. Since the probability of guessing x∗ correctly is
1/|L|, the resulting reduction incurs an exponential loss in the security parameter. This approach
does immediately work, in a somewhat weak sense—by assuming sub-exponential hardness of the
underlying assumptions, one can straightforwardly prove adaptive soundness. However, the difficult
part is ensuring that the resulting SNARG proofs remain succinct. Indeed, complexity leveraging
applied directly to the publicly verifiable Sahai-Waters SNARG [SW14] does not seem to yield
succinct proofs.4

Sahai-Waters in the designated-verifier setting. On the other hand, we show in Section 7
that the Sahai-Waters SNARG construction restricted to the designated-verifier setting can in fact
be transformed into one that is reusable and adaptively sound while maintaining succinct proofs
through a careful complexity leveraging argument.

We view the Sahai-Waters SNARG as an instantiation non-adaptive witness PRF (see Definition 7.1),
which is a relaxation of the definition of witness PRFs as proposed by Zhandry [Zha16]. In Section 7,

4The concurrent work of Waters and Wu [WW24] modifies the Sahai-Waters SNARG in a more sophisticated
white-box way to achieve adaptive security in this setting.
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we show that a sub-exponentially secure non-adaptive witness PRF for a language L can be used
to construct an adaptively sound designated-verifier SNARG for L. Then, we show that the
Sahai-Waters SNARG can be viewed through the lens of non-adaptive witness PRFs.

Here, we state the crucial properties of the Sahai-Waters SNARG construction that allows us to
prove adaptive soundness in the designated-verifier setting:

1. For every statement x and every possible common reference string crs, there is a unique string,
which we denote by πcrs,x ∈ {0, 1}ℓ, that causes the verifier to accept.

2. For all x∗ /∈ L, the distributions (crs, πcrs,x∗) ≈c (crs, r) are indistinguishable, where r ←
{0, 1}ℓ is sampled independently from crs. Moreover, the following two distributions are
indistinguishable:

• H0 : Sample (crs, τ)← SNARG.Gen(1λ). Publish crs and give black-box oracle to Verτ (·).
• H1 : Same as H0, accept we modify the verifier oracle as follows Ver′τ,x∗,r that works as

follows:

– On input (x, π) where x ̸= x∗, output Verτ (x, π).
– On input (x∗, π), accept if π = r, and reject otherwise.

3. A cheating prover can only make poly(|x|, |w|, λ) queries to the verifier. This is the crucial
difference between the publicly-verifiable setting and the designated-verifier setting.

We note that our SNARG from evasive LWE also has this structure. For simplicity of the following
exposition, suppose |x|, |w| ≤ poly(λ), and we only argue negl(λ) soundness error (rather than 2−λ).

Recap of non-adaptive soundness proof. Recall that to prove soundness for a non-adaptively
chosen x∗, one would normally argue that one would normally argue in H1 that if the cheating prover
P∗ only gets poly(λ) black-box calls to the verifier, it only has a poly(λ)/2ℓ = negl(λ) if ℓ ≥ λ
probability of guessing r correctly (since crs does not contain any information about the independently
generated r). On the other hand, a cheating non-adaptive prover P∗ with non-negligible advantage
would be able to guess πx∗,crs in H0 with non-negligible probability. Therefore, P∗ can be used to
distinguish the distributions in H0 and H1 with non-negligible probability in λ.

Our adaptive soundness proof. To argue adaptive soundness, we consider distributions identical
to those before, except with the changes highlighted in blue.

• H′0 : Sample a uniformly random x∗ ← L, and (crs, τ) ← SNARG.Gen(1λ). Publish (crs, x∗),
and give black-box oracle to Verτ (·).

• H′1 : Sample a uniformly random x∗ ← L, and (crs, τ)← SNARG.Gen(1λ). Publish (crs′, x∗),
and give black-box access to Ver′τ,x∗,r that works as follows:

– On input (x, π) where x ̸= x∗, output Verτ (x, π).

– On input (x∗, π), accept if π = r.
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It is clear that by the fact that H0 ≈c H1, the above distributions are also polynomially indistinguish-
able by an averaging argument. However, we additionally need sub-exponential indistingushability
of the two hybrids. Suppose that H′0 and H′1 are indistinguishable to 2ρ

α time adversaries with 2−ρ
α

for a parameter ρ = λ+ |x|+ |w| (we can achieve this using sub-exponential hardness assumptions).

Suppose there exists a cheating prover P∗ that breaks adaptive soundness with non-negligible
advantage ϵ(λ) by making only poly(λ) queries to the Ver oracle. Then, we show that there exists
an A that can use P∗ to distinguish H′0 and H′1 with advantage p(λ)/|L|, for some non-negligible
function p. Adv uses P∗ as follows:

• Upon receiving the tuple (crs, x∗), A does the following:

– Send crs to P∗, and keep x∗ private.

– For all (possibly adaptive) queries (xi, πi) from P∗, query the verification oracle and send
back the response.

– If any xi = x∗, and (xi, πi) was accepted by the oracle, output 0. Otherwise, output 1.

First, note that in H′0, the prover P∗ does not see x∗. Since x∗ is chosen uniformly randomly from
L, the probability that A outputs 0 is at least ϵ(λ)

|L| .

Now, we upper bound the probability that A outputs 0 in H′1. A naive argument in H′1 would
say that P∗ guesses r with probability at most poly(λ)/2ℓ. A more refined argument would be as
follows: however, note that x∗ is also hidden in H′1 (since P∗ doesn’t see x∗). Therefore, P∗ needs to
essentially guess both x∗ and r, which he succeeds in with probability approximately poly(λ)

|L|·2ℓ = negl(λ)

|L|
since P∗ only gets poly(λ) queries to the verifier.

Therefore,

Pr[AH′
0(1ρ) = 0]− Pr[AH′

1(1ρ) = 0] ≥ 1

|L|
ϵ(λ)− 1

|L|
negl(λ) ≥ p(λ)

|L|
≥ poly(λ)

2|x|
≥ 2−ρ

α
,

thereby contradicting the sub-exponential indistinguishability H′0 ≈c H
′
1.

2.3 From Adaptive SNARGs for UP to SNARKs for UP

In this section, we outline our transformation from a SNARG to SNARK for UP from Section 8. We
take inspiration from the work of Campanelli et al. [CGKS23] (we describe the main differences
between our transformation and theirs in Remark 8.7, and we describe some of the issues in their
construction and how we fix them in Remark 8.4). Our knowledge extractor relies on the fact that
any x ∈ L has a unique witness w. Our construction will essentially extract a single bit of w at some
index i which is hidden from the prover.

Fix a UP language L with relation R : X ×W = {0, 1}, where X is the set of instances, and W
is the corresponding set of potential witnesses. Additionally, fix a fully homomorphic encryption
scheme FHE and an public-key encryption scheme PKE. We transform R into a new UP relation
R(ek,pk,ct) as follows.
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• Sample a secret key skFHE and a evaluation ek from FHE.Gen(1λ).

• Sample a secret key skPKE and public key pk for some public key encryption scheme PKE.

• Pick an index i← [|w|], and compute ct = FHE.Encsk(i).

• Let Cw be the circuit that takes as input j and outputs the bit w[j].

Now, we define a new relation R(ek,pk,ct) : X ′ ×W ′ → {0, 1}

R(ek,pk,ct)((x, ρ), (w, r)) =

{
1 if R(x,w) = 1 and PKE.Encpk(FHE.Evalek(Cw, ct); r) = ρ

0 otherwise.

Here, FHE.Evalek takes as input the circuit Cw and the ciphertext ct and homomorphically evaluates
Cw on the ciphertext. Additionally, suppose that PKE has an injective encryption function, i.e.
PKE.Encsk is injective in the message space and randomness (see Definition 3.25). Assuming that
FHE.Evalek is a deterministic function and PKE is injective, one can argue that R(ek,pk,ct) is a UP
relation. Moreover, given the secret key skFHE and skPKE, one can extract w[i] from the ciphertext ρ.

SNARK Construction. We are now ready to outline our SNARG to SNARK construction (for a
more detailed construction, see Section 8). Let Π be an adaptively sound SNARG system for UP
languages.

• SNARK.Gen(1λ) :

– Sample (skFHE, ek) for FHE, and (skPKE, pk) for PKE, and a ciphertext ct = FHE.Encsk(i),
as described earlier.

– Compute (crs, τ)← Π.Gen(1λ), for relation R
(c,ek,pk)
α .

– Set the new common reference string crs′ = (crs, ek, pk, c), and verifier state τ .

– Output (crs′, τ).

• SNARK.Prove(crs′, x, w) :

– Sample randomness r, and compute ρ = PKE.Encpk(FHE.Evalek(Cw, ct); r), i.e. homo-
morphically compute the circuit Cw on the FHE ciphertext ct (this will result in an
encryption of w[i] under skFHE), and encrypt under the public key pk.

– Compute π ← Π.Prove(crs, (x, ρ), (w, r)).

– Output ρ, π as the proof for x.

• SNARG.Verify(τ, x, (ρ, π)) : Accept iff Π.Verify(τ, (x, ρ), π) accepts, i.e. treat (x, ρ) as the
statement under relation R

(c,ek,pk)
α , and π as the SNARG proof.

We sketch the proofs of knowledge extractability and zero-knowledge.
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Knowledge soundness. First, we sketch why the above construction is knowledge-sound, i.e. one
can extract a witness for x by repeatedly querying an non-adaptive P∗ on various common reference
strings (see Definition 3.20 for a more detailed definition). Suppose P∗ succeeds in creating proofs
for x with probability ϵ. Since the language is UP, there is a unique witness w for x. We crucially
rely on the uniqueness of w.

By the adaptive soundness of Π, with probability approximately ϵ, (x, ρ), π created under crs′ =
(crs, ek, pk, c) is accepted only if (x, ρ) has a witness under R(ek,pk,ct). Moreover, given as trapdoor
td = (skFHE, skPKE), one can decrypt ρ to obtain Cw[i] = w[i]. By repeating this experiment many
times, one should eventually collect all bits of the unique witness w. Note that since the index i is
encrypted, one can argue that the probability of extracting each w[i] is approximately ϵ/|w| (up to
negl(λ) terms) by IND-CPA security of the FHE scheme. Therefore, by repeating the experiment
many times, one can extract all the bits of w.

Here, we crucially rely on the adaptive soundness of Π because even an honest prover can only create
an instance for Π after crs′ is generated and the parameters (pk, ek, c) are publicly available.

Zero-knowledge. To argue that the transformation preserves zero-knowledge, we rely on the
public-key encryption scheme. Recall that if FHE.Evalek is deterministic, it is most likely not circuit-
private, and might leak information about underlying circuit. Therefore, the additional layer of
public-key encryption allows one to invoke IND-CPA security to simulate the ciphertext ρ without
the witness. Then, π can be simulated using just (x, ρ) using the zero-knowledge simulator for the
underlying zero-knowledge SNARG scheme Π.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Notation

We write [n] for the set {0, 1, . . . , n}. In what follows, q will always denote a prime integer. We
denote bitstrings with lowercase bold letters, and given two bitstrings x,y ∈ {0, 1}∗, we write x | y
for their concatenation. For c ∈ N, we write |c(x) for the c-fold concatenation of x with itself, that
is, x | x | · · · | x, where x appears a total of c times.

We denote matrices with uppercase bold letters M, and (column) vectors with lowercase bold letters
v. We write 0 (resp. 1) for the all-zero (resp. all-one) vector when the dimension is clear from
context. Given a collection of matrices {Mi,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1} and a string x ∈ {0, 1}h, we write

Mx :=
h∏

i=1

Mi,xi .

Given matrices M1, . . . ,Mn, we write diag(M1, . . . ,Mn) for the block-diagonal matrix whose blocks
are the Mi.

For integers i, j ∈ Z, i mod j ∈ Z denotes the representative of the congruence class of i mod j in
the interval [0, j − 1]. However, in expressions that interpret elements of Zq as ordinary integers,
such as |x| ∈ Z for x ∈ Zq, we interpret x as an integer in the interval [−q/2, q/2]. The rounding
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operation ⌊a⌉p : Zq → Zp is defined by ⌊(p/q) · a′⌉, where a′ is any integer congruent to a mod p,
and ⌊·⌉ denotes rounding to the nearest integer.

We denote distributions with calligraphic letters. We write x← D for drawing a (fresh, independent)
sample x from a distribution D. Given a finite set W , U(W ) denotes the uniform distribution over
W . We write x←W for x← U(W ). DZ,σ denotes the discrete Gaussian over Z with parameter σ;
that is, the distribution which assigns mass proportional to exp(−πx2/σ2) to each x ∈ Z. And, given
a distribution D and integers m,n ≥ 1, we write Dn×m for the distribution over n ×m matrices
where each entry is sampled independently from D.

Let λ ∈ N be a security parameter. Given distributions D1,D2, we write D1 ≈c D2 to denote
computational indistinguishability and D1 ≈s D2 to denote statistical indistinguishability. By
default, these mean that all non-uniform probabilistic poly(λ)-time distinguishers and unbounded
distinguishers respectively have advantage at most negl(λ). When we wish to specify a different class
of distinguishers or a different advantage bound, we will do so explicitly. For explicit statements
of statistical indistinguishability, we will sometimes use the statistical (total variation) distance
dTV(·, ·).

3.2 LWE Assumption

Given n,m, q ∈ N and σ, δ > 0, the subexponential LWE assumption LWEδ
n,m,q,σ asserts that

(A, sA+ e) ≈c (A,b),

with security parameter µ = 2n
δ , where s← U(Zn

q ),A← U(Zn×m
q ), e← Dm

Z,σ, and b← Zm
q .

Following [VWW22], we rely on the above assumption holding for some δ > 0, for parameters such
that q/σ ≤ 2n

δ .

The following useful lemma shows that LWE with small-norm public matrices (with entries sampled
from the error distribution) is as hard as LWE.

Lemma 3.1 ([CVW18, Lemma 3.9]). For q ≤ 2poly(n), m = poly(n), n′ ≤ n/(2 log q), there is
a poly(n)-time reduction from LWEn′,poly(n),q,σ to the problem of distinguishing (A, sA + e) from
uniform, where m = poly(n), A← Dn×m

Z,σ , s← Zn
q , and e← Dm

Z,σ.

3.3 Security Parameters

In this paper, we will need to reason about two different parameter regimes; one concerned with
programs P mapping bitstrings x ∈ {0, 1}h to values P (x) ∈ Zq, and the other with the collections of
outputs {P (x)}x of such programs. To keep track of the different efficiency and security requirements
in each regime, it will be useful to introduce two related security parameters, λ and µ = µ(λ). As is
standard, we will require that all cryptographic algorithms run in time poly(λ), and require that their
security guarantees cannot be broken by poly(λ)-time adversaries, except with probability negl(λ).
The second security parameter µ roughly corresponds to collections of outputs of these algorithms, and
it is much larger. In particular, we will always assume that parameters n = n(λ), h = h(λ) ≤ poly(λ)

and q = q(λ) satisfy h ≤ nδ/20 and q = 2n
δ , and we will set µ = µ(λ) := 2n

δ . Notice that {P (x)}x
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has size 2h log q = negl(µ), so poly(µ)-time distinguishers can perform arbitrary polynomial-time
computations on such collections. For a function f = f(λ), we will say D1 ≈c D2 with security
parameter f to mean that all non-uniform probabilistic poly(f)-time distinguishers have advantage at
most negl(f). We will often use f = µ. We will also often work with pairs of distributions for which
all poly(µ)-time distinguishers have advantage negl(2h

2λ); this is a relaxation of indistinguishability
with security parameter µ.

3.4 Trapdoor and Pre-image Sampling

Given a matrix A ∈ Zn×m
q for m ≥ 2n log q, a vector y ∈ Zn

q , and σ > 0, we use A−1(y, σ) to
denote the distribution of a vector d sampled from Dm

Z,σ conditioned on Ad = y (mod q). (Vectors
satisfying the condition exist except with probability negl(µ).) We extend this notation to matrices
Y ∈ Zn×k

q in the natural way (i.e., columnwise). We sometimes suppress σ when it is clear from
context. The following convenient lemma statements are adapted from [CVW18].

Lemma 3.2 ([CVW18, Lemma 3.10], originally [Ajt96, AP11, MP12]). Assume LWEδ
n,m,q,σ. There

is a PPT algorithm TrapSam(1n, 1m, q) that, on input the modulus q ≥ 2 and dimensions n,m such
that m ≥ 2n log q, outputs a matrix A such that A ≈s U(Zn×m

q ) with security parameter µ, along
with a trapdoor τ (referenced in the next lemmas).

Lemma 3.3 ([CVW18, Lemma 3.11]). There is a PPT algorithm that, on input y ← Zn
q and

(A, τ)← TrapSam(1n, 1m, q, σ) for some σ ≥ 2
√
n log q, outputs a sample from A−1(y, σ). We will

abuse notation and denote this algorithm by A−1(y, σ).

Lemma 3.4 ([CVW18, Lemma 4.4]). Assume LWEδ
2n,k,q,σ. Let n,m, k, q ∈ N, σ, σ′ ∈ R satisfy

n,m, k ∈ poly(λ), m ≥ 4n log q, and σ′ ≥ σ ≥ 2
√
n log q. Then, for any fixed matrix Z ∈ Zn×k

q , we
have that with security parameter µ,

A−1(Z+E, σ) ≈c Dm×k
Z,σ ,

where A, τ ← TrapSam(1n, 1m, q) and E← Dn×k
Z,σ′ .

Note that [CVW18, Lemma 4.4] had σ′ = σ, but we state a generalization to σ′ ≥ σ. Indeed, the
generalization can be easily proved by absorbing some of the variance of E into Z (this was used
already implicitly in [VWW22]).

3.5 Primitives

In this section, we define and instantiate the various basic cryptographic primitives we will need.

3.5.1 Pseudorandom Functions

Puncturable PRFs.

Definition 3.5 (Puncturable PRF). A puncturable PRF family on key space K = {Kλ}λ, do-
main X = {Xλ}λ, output space Y = {Yλ}λ and polynomial s(λ) is a tuple of PPT algorithms
(PPRF.Gen,PPRF.Punc,PPRF.Eval) with the following interface and properties.
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• PPRF.Gen(1λ) : On input the security parameter 1λ, outputs a key k ∈ Kλ.

• PPRF.Punc(k, S): On input a key k ∈ Kλ and a set S ⊆ Xλ such that |S| ≤ s(λ), outputs a
new key k({S}) ∈ Kλ.

• PPRF.Eval(k, x): On input k ∈ Kλ and x ∈ Kλ, outputs some value y ∈ Yλ.

• Functionality preserving: For all sets S ⊆ X of size |S| ≤ s(λ), for all x /∈ S,

Pr[k ← Gen(1λ), k{S} ← Punc(k, S) : Eval(k{S}, x) = Eval(k, x)] = 1 .

• Polynomial pseudorandomness at punctured points: Consider the following experiment
EXPRA(b, λ) between a challenger C and adversary A:

– First, A chooses a set S ⊆ Xλ such that |S| ≤ s(λ), and sends it to C.
– C samples k ← PPRF.Gen(1λ), and computes k{S} ← PPRF.Punc(k, S).

∗ If b = 0, compute L0 = {xi,PPRF.Eval(k, xi)}xi∈S .
∗ If b = 1, compute L1 = {xi, yi}xi∈S where each yi ← Y.

Give k{S}, Lb to A.
– A produces a bit b′.

Let Wb be the event that the adversary outputs 1 in experiment b, and define the adversary’s
advantage to be AdvRA(λ) = |Pr[W0]− Pr[W1]|. We say that the PPRF is pseudorandom at
punctured points if for all PPT adversaries A, AdvRA(λ) = negl[λ].

We additionally say that the PPRF is sub-exponentially pseudorandom at punctured points if, for
some α > 0, for all poly

(
2λ

α)-time adversaries A, AdvRA(λ) = negl(2λ
α
).

Theorem 3.6 ([GGM84, BW13, BGI14, KPTZ13]). Assuming the existence of polynomially secure
(resp. sub-exponentially secure) one-way functions, then there exists polynomially secure (resp.
sub-exponentially secure) puncturable PRFs.

LWE-Based PRFs. The following lemma is a simple consequence of Banaczyzck’s tail bound
(see, e.g., [SD17, Corollary 1.3.11]).

Lemma 3.7. For any σ > 0 and n ∈ N,

Pr
x←DZ,σ

[|x| ≥ σ
√
n] ≤ 2−n .

The following simple noise flooding lemma is integral to our uses of subexponential LWE.

Lemma 3.8 ([CVW18, Lemma 3.2]). For all y ∈ Z and σ ∈ R, the statistical distance between DZ,σ
and DZ,σ + y is at most y/σ.

The following lemma adapts the BLMR PRF [BLMR13, Theorem 5.1] to the setting of subexponential
LWE.
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Lemma 3.9. Let n, n′, q, h ∈ N and f, k, σ, σ′ ∈ R be functions of λ satisfying

• ⌈(2 log q) · n′⌉ ≤ n ≤ poly(n′),

• σ′ ≥ k · (n2σ)h+1,

• 2−n
δ ≤ 1/k(n) ≤ negl(2h · n · f(n)) .

Let
a← Zn

q , {ex ← DZ,σ′}x∈{0,1}h .

Then, assuming LWEδ
n′,poly(n′),q,σ,

{Si,b ← Dn×n
Z,σ }i∈[h]

b∈{0,1}
,

{(
h∏

i=1

Si,xi

)
· a+ ex

}
x∈{0,1}h

≈c {Si,b ← Dn×n
Z,σ }i∈[h]

b∈{0,1}
, {U}x∈{0,1}h .

where all poly(µ)-time distinguishers have advantage at most negl(f(n)). In particular, one can take
q = 2n

δ (to rely on subexponential LWE with q/σ ≤ 2n
δ), h = nc for some c < δ/20, k = 2h

3λ, and
f(n) = 2−h

2λ.

We defer the details of the proof to Appendix A.1.

Remark 3.10. Notice that the statement is still true if a is replaced by ayx, where {yx ∈ Zq}x is
arbitrary. Indeed, exactly the same proof works; the only step that changes is the LWE hybrid that
relies on Lemma 3.1, and this lemma still applies since ayx is still uniform in Zq.

To prove a rounded version of Lemma 3.9, we will need a few simple lemmas, which will also be
useful elsewhere in the paper. The first is a simple lemma about rounding (see, e.g., [BPR12]).

Lemma 3.11. For integers q ≥ p ≥ 2, dTV(⌊U(Zq)⌉p,U(Zp)) ≤ p/q.

The second is a simple condition for computational indistinguishability implying statistical indistin-
guishability.

Lemma 3.12. Suppose {aλ}, {bλ} are random variables, g(λ) ≥ 1/poly(λ), and a ≈c b, where all
poly(λ)-time distinguishers have advantage negl(g(λ)). Suppose further that f is a poly(λ)-time
computable function taking values in a finite set of cardinality poly(λ). Then f(a) ≈s f(b), where all
poly(λ)-time distinguishers have advantage negl(g(λ)).

Proof. The optimal statistical distinguisher just checks membership in a (polynomial-sized) subset of
the image of f , so it runs in polynomial time. Hence there is a trivial advantage-preserving reduction:
given a challenge c to the computational indistinguishability, compute f(c) and run the optimal
statistical distinguisher.

The third is a key step in justifying learning-with-rounding approaches that allows one to introduce
or remove error terms inside a rounding operation at the cost of negligible statistical distance, for
appropriate parameters.
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Lemma 3.13. Suppose {aλ}, {bλ} are random variables, n ≤ poly(λ) and q ≤ poly(λ), g(λ) ≥
1/poly(λ), and

{ai}i∈[n] ≈c {U(Zq)}i∈[n] ,

where all poly(λ)-time distinguishers have advantage negl(g(λ)). Suppose further that B ∈ R, p ∈ Z
satisfy B < p < q. Then for any {ei}i such that except with probability negl(λ), |ei| ≤ B for all i, we
have

dTV({⌊ai + ei⌉p}i, {⌊ai⌉p}i) ≤ n · (2B/p) + g(λ) + negl(λ) .

Proof. As a first step, we may assume that |ei| ≤ B for all i, at the price of an additive negl(λ) in
the statistical distance. Next, notice that the condition E that for all i, ⌊ai + ei⌉p = ⌊ai⌉p can be
checked in polynomial time. Moreover, for truly uniform ai, Pr[E] ≥ 1−n · (2B/p). Hence, applying
Lemma 3.12, Pr[E] ≥ 1− n · (2B/p)− g(λ)− negl(λ), completing the proof.

Lemma 3.14. Assuming the hypotheses of Lemma 3.13, no poly(λ)-time adversary can distinguish
{⌊ai⌉p}i from {U(Zp)}i with advantage greater than n · ((2B/p) + (p/q)) + g(λ) + negl(λ).

Proof. This follows immediately from the conclusion of Lemma 3.13 along with the hypothesis that
{ai}i∈[n] ≈c {U(Zq)}i∈[n] with advantage bound g(λ) and the fact that dTV(⌊U(Zq)⌉p,U(Zp)) ≤ p/q
(Lemma 3.11).

Finally, we present a “rounded” version of Lemma 3.9.

Lemma 3.15. With parameters as in Lemma 3.9, let p ∈ N be such that k ·2h ·(2σ′
√
n+1) ≤ p ≤ q/k.

(Setting p = 2h
7λ along with the other “in particular” parameters of Lemma 3.9 satisfies this.) Then,

assuming LWEδ
n′,poly(n′),q,σ,

{Si,b ← Dn×n
Z,σ }i∈[h]

b∈{0,1}
,


⌊(

h∏
i=1

Si,xi

)
· a

⌉
p


x∈{0,1}h

≈c {Si,b ← Dn×n
Z,σ }i∈[h]

b∈{0,1}
, {U}x∈{0,1}h

where all poly(µ)-time distinguishers have advantage at most negl(f(n)).

We defer the proof to Appendix A.2.

3.5.2 SNARGs, SNARKs and NIZKs

A designated verifier non-interactive argument system (Definition 3.17) Π consists of a triple of
efficient algorithms Π = (Gen,Prove,Verify) :

• Π.Gen(1λ, R) : Probabilistic algorithm that outputs a common reference string crs and a private
state τ for the verifier.

• Π.Prove(crs, x, w) : Given the common reference string crs, a statement x and a witness w,
outputs a proof π.
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• Π.Verify(τ, x, π) : Takes as input the private state τ , a statement x, and proof π and outputs
either 0 or 1. An argument system is publicly verifiable if τ = crs or τ ⊆ crs.

We say that such an argument is also succinct (Definition 3.18) if the proof size π is small. We
say that such a system is also non-interactive zero-knowledge if it satisfies the zero-knowledge as
described in Definition 3.19.

Remark 3.16. In the definitions below, we use the notation Pr[E : D] to denote the probability of
event E over the distribution of D (sometimes notated as PrD[E]). We denote conditional probability
of event E conditioned on event C as Pr[E | C].

Definition 3.17 (Non-Interactive Argument). We say that Π = (Gen,Prove,Verify) is a designated
verifier non-interactive argument for a language L ∈ NP if L has an NP relation R such that Π
satisfies the following three properties:

• Completeness: For all x,w such that R(x,w) = 1,

Pr

[
Verify(τ, x, π) = 0 :

(crs, τ)← Gen(1λ, R)
π ← Prove(crs, x, w)

]
= negl(λ).

• Adaptive soundness: For all p.p.t. algorithms P,

Pr

[
Verify(τ, x, π) = 1

∧ x /∈ L
:

(crs, τ)← Gen(1λ, R)

(x, π)← P(1λ, crs)

]
= negl(λ).

We additionally say that Π is reusable if soundness holds even against malicious provers P
with oracle access to Verify(τ, ·, ·).

• Non-adaptive soundness: For every x /∈ L, and every p.p.t. adversary P,

Pr

[
Verify(τ, x, π) = 1 :

(crs, τ)← Gen(1λ, R)

π ← P(1λ, crs)

]
= negl(λ).

An Π is publicly verifiable if τ = crs or τ ⊆ crs.

Definition 3.18 (SNARG). We say that Π = (Gen,Prove,Verify) is a (designated verifier) succinct
non-interactive argument (SNARG) for a language L ∈ NP if Π is a (designated verifier) non-
interactive argument with the following additional succinctness condition:

• Succinctness: For proofs π ← Prove(crs, x, w) where R(x,w) = 1, the proof length |π| is at
most poly(λ) · (|x|+ |w|)o(1).5

Definition 3.19 (Verifier NIZK). We say that Π = (Gen,Prove,Verify) is a non-interactive zero-
knowledge argument (NIZK) for a language L ∈ NP if Π is a non-interactive argument with one of
the following zero knowledge properties.

5In fact, we obtain proof size O(λ).
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• Adaptive multi-theorem zero-knowledge: There exists a p.p.t. simulator S = (S1,S2)
that satisfies the following: For all (stateful) p.p.t. adversaries A, we have that for experiments
EXPRealA (1λ) and EXPIdealA (1λ) as in Experiments 1 and 2,∣∣∣Pr[EXPRealA (1λ) = 1]− Pr[EXPIdealA (1λ) = 1]

∣∣∣ = negl(λ)

if A is limited to querying only (x,w) such that R(x,w) = 1.

Experiment 1 EXPRealA (1λ).

(crs, τ)← Gen(1λ)
(x,w)← A(1λ, crs, τ)
while (x,w) ̸= ⊥ and R(x,w) = 1 do

π ← Prove(crs, x, w)
(x,w)← A(1λ, π)

end while
return b← A

(
1λ
)

Experiment 2 EXPIdealA (1λ).

(crs, τ, st)← S1(1λ)
(x,w)← A(1λ, crs, τ)
while (x,w) ̸= ⊥ and R(x,w) = 1 do

π ← S2(crs, st, x)
(x,w)← A(1λ, π)

end while
return b← A

(
1λ
)

Additionally, we say Π is statistically adaptively multi-theorem zero-knowledge if the above
indistinguishability holds even for all stateful unbounded adversaries A making poly(λ) queries.

• Adaptive single-theorem zero-knowledge: This is defined similarly to adaptive multi-
theorem zero-knowledge, except that A is allowed to make only a single query.

We follow the definition of black-box knowledge soundness of Campanelli et al. [CGKS23].

Definition 3.20 (Black-box knowledge soundness). A designated verifier non-interactive argument
system as in Definition 3.17 is non-adaptive black-box ϵ(λ)-knowledge sound for a relation R if there
exists a non-uniform PPT extractor Ext such that for any non-uniform PPT prover P = (Pinp,Pchall),

Pr

 Ver(τ, x, π) = 1
∧ R(x,w) ̸= 1

:

(x, st)← Pinp(1λ)
(crs, τ)← Gen(1λ)
π ← Pchall(st, crs)

w ← ExtPchall(st,·)(crs, τ, x, π)

 ≤ ϵ(λ).

We say that the argument system is non-adaptively black-box knowledge sound if ϵ(λ) = negl(λ).

Intuitively, the prover selects the instance x on which she generates a proof, and the extractor is
permitted to query the prover on many possible crs values (possibly with corresponding trapdoors)
to reconstruct a witness for x.

Definition 3.21 (Non-Adaptive SNARK). A (designated verifier) SNARG system (Definition 3.18)
is also a non-adaptive succinct argument of knowledge (SNARK) if it is non-adaptively black-box
knowledge sound, as in Definition 3.20.
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3.5.3 Fully Homomorphic Encryption

Definition 3.22 (Fully homomorphic encryption). A leveled fully homomorphic encryption scheme
FHE with ciphertext size ℓ = ℓ(λ) = poly(λ) for a fixed polynomial ℓ is a tuple of PPT algorithms
(FHE.Gen,FHE.Enc,FHE.Dec,FHE.Eval) with the following interface and properties.

Interface:

• FHE.Gen(1λ, 1d) : Probabilistic algorithm that outputs a (sk, ek) where sk is the secret key, ek
is a public evaluation key.

• FHE.Encsk(b) : Probabilistic algorithm that takes as input the secret key sk and the message
bit b ∈ {0, 1}, and outputs a ciphertext ct ∈ {0, 1}ℓ.

• FHE.Decsk(ct) : Deterministic algorithm that takes as input the secret key sk and a ciphertext
ct, and outputs a bit b ∈ {0, 1}.

• FHE.Evalek(C, ct1, . . . , ctm) : Deterministic algorithm that takes as input the evaluation key
ek, an m-input circuit C of size at most d, and ciphertexts {cti}i∈m, and outputs a ciphertext
ct∗ ∈ {0, 1}ℓ.

Properties:

• Encryption correctness: For all sk← FHE.Gen(1λ, 1d) and b ∈ {0, 1}, we have that

Pr[FHE.Decsk(FHE.Encsk(b)) = b] = 1

• IND-CPA security: or any PPT adversary A it holds that

| Pr
sk←FHE.Gen(1λ)

[AFHE.Encsk(·)(ek,FHE.Encsk(0)) = 1]

− Pr
sk←FHE.Gen(1λ)

[AFHE.Encsk(·)(ek,FHE.Encsk(1)) = 1]| ≤ negl(λ),

where (sk, ek)← FHE.Gen(1λ, 1d).

• Evaluation correctness: For all circuits C of size at most d(λ), we must have

Pr[FHE.Decsk(FHE.Evalek(C, ct1, . . . , ctm)) ̸= f(µ1, . . . , µm)] ≤ negl(λ) ,

where (sk, ek)← FHE.Gen(1λ) and cti ← FHE.Encsk(µi).

Theorem 3.23 ([BV11, BGV12, GSW13]). Assuming LWEn,poly(n),q,σ for n = poly(λ), q = 2n
ε for

some constant ε > 0, and σ ≥
√
2n, there exists a leveled fully homomorphic encryption scheme with

a deterministic evaluation algorithm, and ciphertexts of size ℓ(λ), for a fixed polynomial ℓ.
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3.5.4 Public-key Encryption

We additionally need a public key encryption scheme.

Definition 3.24 (Public key encryption). A public key encryption scheme
PKE = (PKE.Gen,PKE.Enc,PKE.Dec) is a triple of algorithms:

• PKE.Gen(1λ, 1d) : Probabilistic algorithm that outputs a (sk, pk) where sk is the secret key, pk
is a public key.

• PKE.Encpk(b) : Probabilistic algorithm that takes as input the public key pk and the message
bit b ∈ {0, 1}, and outputs a ciphertext ct ∈ {0, 1}ℓ.

• PKE.Decsk(ct) : Deterministic algorithm that takes as input the secret key sk and a ciphertext
ct, and outputs a bit b ∈ {0, 1}.

The PKE scheme has to additionally sastisfy the following properties:

Encryption correctness: For all (sk, pk)← PKE.Gen(1λ) and b ∈ {0, 1}, we have that

Pr[PKE.Decsk(PKE.Encpk(b)) = b] = 1

IND-CPA security: or any PPT adversary A it holds that

| Pr
(sk,pk)←PKE.Gen(1λ)

[A(pk,PKE.Encpk(0)) = 1]

− Pr
(sk,pk)←PKE.Gen(1λ)

[A(pk,FHE.Encpk(1)) = 1]| ≤ negl(λ),

where (sk, ek)← PKE.Gen(1λ).

We need an encryption scheme with the following additional property:

Definition 3.25. We say that a public key encryption scheme PKE is an injective encryption scheme
if, for pk ← PKE.Gen(1λ), the function PKE.Encpk(b; r) is injective in the message bit b and the
randomness r except with probability negl(λ).

Many public-key encryption schemes satisfy this property; in particular, that of Regev, which can be
based on LWEn,poly(n),q,σ for q ≤ poly(n), σ ≤ O(

√
n) [Reg05].

Theorem 3.26 ([Reg05]). For public keys of size n×m for n ≥ λ, m ≥ 2n log q, Regev’s public-key
encryption scheme [Reg05] is an injective encryption scheme.

3.5.5 Indistinguishability Obfuscation

Definition 3.27 (Indistinguishability obfuscation (iO), [BGI+01]). An indistinguishability obfuscator
iO for a circuit class C = {Cλ}λ is a PPT algorithm that satisfies the following conditions:
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• Correctness: For all security parameters λ ∈ N, for all C ∈ Cλ, for all inputs x, we have that

Pr[C ′ ← iO(1λ, C) : C ′(x) = C(x)] = 1.

• Polynomial Security: For all pairs of circuits C0, C1 ∈ Cλ such that C0(x) = C1(x) for all x,

iO(1λ, C0) ≈c iO(1λ, C1) .

We additionally say that the iO is sub-exponentially secure if, for some α > 0, all poly
(
2λ

α)-time
adversaries have distinguishing advantage at most negl(2λ

α
).

4 Obfuscating Matrix PRFs with Noise (σ-Matrix PRFs)

In this section, we define a weakening of pseudorandom function (PRF) where the adversary sees
the outputs after independent noise is added to each output. Then we show that, if such a σ-PRF
has sufficient security and can be computed by a matrix branching program, it can be meaningfully
obfuscated using evasive LWE.

4.1 Matrix Branching Programs

We will work with matrix branching programs (MBPs) that compute functions fk : {0, 1}ℓ → Zq for
some prime q. In this paper we consider MBPs specified by a collection of matrices

(
Mi,b : i ∈ [h :=

c · ℓ], b ∈ {0, 1}
)

and two vectors u,v (all over some ring R, which, for us, will always be Zq for a
prime q) such that for all x ∈ {0, 1}ℓ,

f(x) = uT

(
h∏

i=1

Mi,xji

)
v ,

where ji := (i− 1) mod ℓ+ 1. More explicitly,

f(x) = uT
(
(M1,x1 · . . . ·Mℓ,xℓ

) · (Mℓ+1,x1 · . . . ·M2ℓ,xℓ
) · . . . · (M(c−1)ℓ+1,x1

· . . . ·Mcℓ,xℓ
)
)
v .

Such MBPs are called read-c MBPs. When c = 1, we say the MBP is read-once.

The following classical result shows that any function computable by logarithmic-depth Boolean
circuits can be represented by a matrix branching program.

Theorem 4.1 (Barrington’s Theorem [Bar86]). If f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} can be computed by a circuit
of depth d, then it can be computed by a matrix branching program

{Mi,b : i ∈ [h := c · ℓ], b ∈ {0, 1}},u,v

where h = O(4d), and all matrices Mi,b ∈ {0, 1}5×5 are permutations.
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4.2 σ-Matrix PRFs

We first recall the definition of a pseudorandom function (PRF). Below, O(·) denotes a truly random
function.

Definition 4.2. A family of deterministic functions F := {fk : Xλ → Yλ} is called pseudorandom if
for all PPT adversaries A,∣∣∣∣Prk,A

[Afk(·)(1λ) = 1]− Pr
k,A

[AO(·)(1λ) = 1]

∣∣∣∣ ≤ negl(λ) .

Our arguments will crucially rely on the following relaxation of the notion of a pseudorandom function
with outputs in Zq. Informally, it is pseudorandom against adversaries who are only permitted to
observe the output values after independent Gaussian noise has been added to each value.

Definition 4.3. Let q = q(λ) ∈ N and σ = σ(λ) > 0. A family of deterministic functions
F := {fk : Xλ → Zq(λ)} is called σ-pseudorandom if for all PPT adversaries A,∣∣∣∣ Pr

k,A,O′
[AO′(·)(1λ) = 1]− Pr

k,A
[AO(·)(1λ) = 1]

∣∣∣∣ ≤ negl(λ) ,

where the function O′ is chosen by sampling discrete Gaussian errors {ex ← DZ,σ}x∈Xλ
, and on

input x ∈ Xλ, O′ outputs O′(x) = fk(x) + ex.

Given a PPT function aux, we say that F is additionally pseudorandom in the presence of aux (resp.
σ-pseudorandom in the presence of aux) if the inequality in Definition 4.2 (resp. Definition 4.3) holds
even when the adversary is additionally given aux(k) as input.

As is typical, we will abbreviate “efficiently computable pseudorandom function family” as “PRF”.
Similarly, we will abbreviate “efficiently computable σ-pseudorandom function family” as “σ-PRF”.

The σ-PRFs in this paper will have Xλ = {0, 1}h, where h = h(λ) ≤ poly(λ), and will be pseudo-
random even against adversaries running in time poly(µ), where µ = 2h

2λ ≫ 2h. Notice that such
adversaries have the ability to write down the entire truth table of the σ-PRF (but with Gaussian
errors added) and perform arbitrary polynomial-time computations on it.

We will call a σ-PRF computable by a poly(λ)-sized MBP a σ-matrix PRF.

In this section, we show how to obfuscate σ-matrix PRFs with sufficient security, using evasive LWE.
Our main obfuscation construction (Algorithm 3) will use Garg-Gentry-Halevi encodings of the
more modern type introduced in their 2015 work [GGH15], or GGH encodings for short. Before we
introduce GGH encodings and give our main construction, we need one additional tool, which we
provide in the next subsection.

4.3 Transforming Read-c PRFs into Read-Once PRFs

Notice that for general read-c σ-matrix PRFs, it is not the case that all noisy products {uMxv +
ex}x∈{0,1}h are pseudorandom— the σ-PRF guarantee only requires that noisy products corresponding
to inputs x′ ∈ {0, 1}ℓ (i.e., with x = x′ | x′ | · · · | x′) need be pseudorandom. However, our proof
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techniques will require all products to be pseudorandom. The following construction is a generic
transformation that modifies a read-c σ-matrix PRF so that all its products are pseudorandom,
without losing functionality.

Construction 4.4. On input a read-c, height-h MBP f := ({Mi,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1},u,v):

• Define Ci,b = diag(y1, . . . , y2ℓ,−1, . . . ,−1), where ℓ = c · h, and for 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ and b ∈ {0, 1},

y2j−b =

{
0 i mod ℓ = j and b′ = b

1 otherwise.

• Sample matrices Si,b ← Dn×n
Z,2
√
n
, and a vector a← Zn

q .

• Output g := ({Mi,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1},u,v), where

– M′i,b = diag(Mi,b,Ci,b⊗Si,b),

– u′ :=

(
u

1⊗ e1

)T

,

– v′ :=

(
v

1⊗a

)
.

Lemma 4.5. Let g, {Si,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1} be as in Construction 4.4 on input f . Then for all x ∈ {0, 1}ℓ,

g(x | x | · · · | x) = f(x) ,

where we recall that x | x | · · · | x is the c-fold concatenation of x with itself.

Moreover, assuming LWEδ
n′,poly(n′),q,σ, and letting

• {ex ← DZ,σ′}x∈{0,1}ℓ ,

• {ey ← DZ,σ′}y∈{0,1}h, and

• y′ ∈ {0, 1}h range over all y′ not of the form x | x | · · · | x,

we have that

{g(y) + ey}y∈{0,1}h , {Si,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1} ≈c {f(x) + ex}x∈{0,1}ℓ , {U(Zq)}y′ , {Si,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1}

that is, all poly(µ)-time adversaries have distinguishing advantage at most negl(f(n)).

Proof. It is straightforward to verify that for all x ∈ {0, 1}h, all b ∈ {0, 1}, and all j ∈ [ℓ],
(Cx)2j−b,2j−b = 1 if and only if xi = 1− b for all i with i mod ℓ = j; otherwise (Cx)2j−b,2j−b = 0. It
follows that 1Cx1

T =
∑2ℓ

i=1(Cx)ii − ℓ ≤ 0, with equality iff for all j, xj = xj+ℓ = · · · = xj+(c−1)ℓ;
that is, x = x′ | x′ | · · · | x′.
Notice that, for all x ∈ {0, 1}h,

(u′)TM′xv
′ = uTMxv + (1TCx1) · 1TSxa .
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This implies the claimed functionality; namely, if x = x′ | x′ | · · · | x′, then 1Cx1
T = 0, and

(A(fk))(x) = (u′)TM′xv
′ = uTMxv = fk(x

′) .

On the other hand, if x is not a c-fold repetition, then 1TCx1 ̸= 0. And by BLMR PRF security
(Lemma 3.9 along with Remark 3.10) for independent ex ← DZ,σ,

{yx1TSxa+ ex}x∈{0,1}h , {Si,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1} ≈c {U(Zq)}x∈{0,1}h , {Si,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1} ,

where yx := 1TCx1 ∈ Zq, and all poly(µ)-time adversaries have distinguishing advantage at most
negl(f(n)). By a one-time pad argument, this immediately implies the claimed indistinguishability.

4.4 GGH Encodings

To construct our obfuscation scheme, we rely on the machinery of Gentry, Gorbunov, and Halevi
[GGH15], which we hereby refer to as GGH encodings. (This definition is closely related to the
definitions given in [CVW18, VWW22].)

Construction 4.6. Given as input matrices {Mi,b ∈ Zni−1×ni
q }i∈[h],b∈{0,1},6 the randomized algorithm

ggh.encode outputs

{D1,b := M1,bA1 +E1,b}b∈{0,1},
{Di,b := A−1i−1 (Mi,bAi +Ei,b, σ)}2≤i≤h−1,b∈{0,1},
{Dh,b := A−1h−1(Mh,b +Eh,b, σ)}b∈{0,1} ,

where σ = 2
√
n log q, Ai ∈ Zni×mi

q is sampled using Lemma 3.2, Ei,b ← D
ni−1×mi

Z,σ , and mi :=
4ni log q.

We extend the construction to MBPs P = ({Mi,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1},u,v) via

ggh.encode(P ) := ggh.encode({M′i,b}i,b) ,

where M′1,b := uM1,b, M′h,b := Mh,bv, and for 2 ≤ i ≤ h− 1, M′i,b := Mi,b.

The next lemma, which is similar to [VWW22, Lemma 4.3] and [CVW18, Lemma 5.3], captures the
functionality provided by the construction, which is roughly that if the input matrices Mi,b have
small entries, then for all x ∈ {0, 1}h, |Dx −Mx| is small.

Lemma 4.7. Except with probability negl(µ) over {Di,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1} ← ggh.encode({Mi,b}i,b, σ),
letting B := max{σ

√
n,maxi∈[h−1],b∈{0,1} ∥Mi,b∥∞} we have that for all x ∈ {0, 1}h,

∥Dx −Mx∥∞ ≤ h ·

(
h−1∏
i=1

mi

)
·Bh ,

6We remark that the “parallel” indices b ∈ {0, 1} can be generalized to j ∈ [ki] for arbitrary {ki ∈ Z}i∈[h], although
we consider only binary indices in this paper.
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We defer the simple proof to Appendix A.3.

4.5 Evasive LWE

To argue the security property of GGH encodings that we need, we use the following evasive LWE
assumption from [VWW22].

Let σ, σ′ ∈ R>0, and let Samp be a PPT algorithm that on input 1λ outputs

S ∈ Zn′×n
q ,P ∈ Zn×t

q , aux ∈ {0, 1}∗ .

We define the following advantage functions:

AdvpreA0
(λ) := Pr[A0(SB+E,SP+E′, aux) = 1]− Pr[A0(C,C′, aux) = 1],

AdvpostA1
(λ) := Pr[A1(SB+E,D, aux) = 1]− Pr[A1(C,D, aux) = 1]

where

(S,P, aux)← Samp(1λ)

B← Zn×m
q ,E← Dn′×m

Z,σ ,E′ ← Dn′×t
Z,σ′ ,

C← Zn′×m
q ,C′ ← Zn′×t

q ,

D← B−1(P, σ) .

We say that the evasive LWE assumption eLWE(Samp, σ, σ′) holds if there exists some polynomial
Q(·) such that for every PPT A1 there exists another PPT A0 such that

AdvpreA0
(λ) ≥ AdvpostA1

(λ)/Q(λ)− negl(λ)

and time(A0) ≤ time(A1) ·Q(λ). In this work, we will assume evasive LWE with σ = σ′.

4.6 Obfuscating Sufficiently Secure σ-matrix PRFs

The samplers Samp in our evasive LWE assumption will depend on the matrices sampled by
ggh.encode, so we write these explicitly. The outputs of ggh.encode (and our construction) are:

{D1,b ∈ Zm
q }b∈{0,1}, {Di,b ∈ Zm×m

q }2≤i≤h,b∈{0,1}, {Dh,b ∈ Zm
q }b∈{0,1},

7This choice of σ allows the hardness of LWE to be based on worst-case lattice problems via the celebrated
reductions first shown by Regev [Reg05] and Peikert et al. [Pei09]; see [CVW18, Lemma 3.8] for a reference statement.

8This was referred to as the γdiag GGH15 encoding in [CVW18].
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Algorithm 3 GGH Encoding for σ-matrix PRFs
Input: A sample fk from a height-h σ′-matrix PRF {fk}k∈Kλ

(in the presence of aux).
Algorithm:

• Use Lemma 4.5 to convert fk into a read-once σ′-matrix PRF

gk =: ({Mi,b ∈ Zw×w
q }i∈[h],b∈{0,1},u,v ∈ Zw×1

q ) .

• Sample Si,b ← Dn×n
Z,σ , where σ = 2

√
n.7 Set Ŝi,b := diag(Mi,b,Si,b) ∈ Z(n+w)×(n+w)

q .8

• Set u′ = (uT | 1n)T ∈ Z(n+w)×1
q and v′ = (vT | 0n)T ∈ Z(n+w)×1

q .

• Set P = ({Ŝi,b}i,b,u′,v′).
• Compute {Di,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1} ← ggh.encode(P ).

Output: {Di,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1}

{D1,b := u′Ŝ1,bA1 +E1,b}b∈{0,1},

{Di,b := A−1i−1

(
Ŝi,bAi +Ei,b, σ

)
}2≤i≤h−1,b∈{0,1},

{Dh,b := A−1h−1(Ŝh,bv
′ +Eh,b, σ)}b∈{0,1} ,

where

• m = 4(w + n) log q,

• for j ∈ [h− 1], Ai ≈s U(Z(w+n)×m
q ) with security parameter µ,

• and E1,b ← D1×m
Z,σ′ ,E2,b, . . . ,Eh−1,b ← D

(w+n)×m
Z,σ′ , Eh,b ← D

(w+n)×1
Z,σ′ .

Now we can describe the samplers SampF ,aux,1, . . . ,SampF ,aux,h−1 appearing in our evasive LWE
assumptions.

Definition 4.8. Let F = {fk}k∈Kλ
be a height-h MBP, and aux be a PPT algorithm. For

1 ≤ j ≤ h− 1, the sampling algorithm SampF ,aux,j is defined as follows. On input 1λ, SampF ,aux,j
samples k ← Kλ and samples matrices as in Algorithm 3 on input fk. It outputs

S = {(uT | 1n)T Ŝy}y∈{0,1}j ,

P = (Ŝj+1,0Aj+1 +Ej+1,0 | Ŝj+1,1Aj+1 +Ej+1,1),

aux = ({Di,b}i≥j+2,b, aux(k), {Si,b}).

With the necessary samplers defined, we can now state our technical obfuscation result.

Theorem 4.9. Let σ ≥
√
2n and B ≥ σ

√
n, and suppose F := {fk}k∈Kλ

is a height-h MBP with
all entries of u and the Mi,b bounded by B. Let {D(k)

i,b }i∈[h],b∈{0,1} be the output of Algorithm 3 on
input fk, and let m := 4(n+ w) log q. Then for all k ∈ Kλ, except with probability negl(µ), we have
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that for all x ∈ {0, 1}ℓ,
|fk(x)−D

(k)
y | ≤ h(mB)h ,

where y := x | x | · · · | x ∈ {0, 1}h.
Moreover, letting σ′ = 2h

3 · (n2σ)h+1, and assuming LWEn,poly(n),q,σ and eLWESampF,aux,j ,σ
′,σ′ for all

1 ≤ j ≤ h− 1, if F is a σ′-matrix PRF such that poly(µ)-time adversaries achieve distinguishing
advantage at most negl(2h2λ), then there is a distribution D (independent of k) such that for k ← Kλ,

{Di,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1}, aux(k) ≈c D, aux(k) ,

such that poly(µ)-time adversaries achieve distinguishing advantage at most negl(2h2λ).

Proof. The analysis in large part follows that of [VWW22, Theorem 5.1].

First, by Lemma 4.5, we have that {gk}k is also a height-h σ-matrix PRF with the same security
guarantee as {fk}k; namely that all poly(µ)-time adversaries achieve distinguishing advantage at
most negl(2h

2λ).

By Lemma 3.7, except with probability negl(µ), the matrices of gk have entries bounded in absolute
value by B. Thus for all y ∈ {0, 1}h, we have

|Dy − (u′)T Ŝyv
′| ≤ h(mB)h, (3)

by correctness of GGH encodings (Lemma 4.7). Moreover, for all x ∈ {0, 1}ℓ, letting y = x | x | · · · | x,
we have

(u′)T Ŝyv
′ = uTMyv = gk(x) = fk(x) ,

where the first equality is algebraic, the second is by definition, and the third is by the guarantee of
Lemma 4.5. Substituting this equality into (3) proves the first part of the theorem.

For the second part, we will argue that it suffices to prove the following claim.

Claim 4.10. Assume LWEn,poly(n),q,σ and eLWESampF,aux,j ,σ
′,σ′ for all 1 ≤ j ≤ h − 1. Set d = m

for p < h and d = 1 for p = h, and σ′′ = σ for p = 1 and σ′′ = σ′ for p > 1. Sample
{ey ← D1×d

Z,σ′′}y∈{0,1}p, and let Ah := v′. Then for all 1 ≤ p ≤ h,(
{(u | 1n)ŜyAp +Ey}y∈{0,1}p , {Di,b}i≥p+1,b∈{0,1}, aux(k), {Si,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1}

)
≈c

(
{U(Zq)

1×d}y∈{0,1}p , {Di,b}i≥p+1,b∈{0,1}, aux(k), {Si,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1}
)
,

where all poly(µ)-time adversaries have distinguishing advantage negl(2h
2λ).

Indeed, the claim with p = 1 is exactly

({Di,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1}, aux(k), {Si,b})
≈c ({U(Zq)

1×m}b∈{0,1}, {Di,b}2≤i≤h,b∈{0,1}, aux(k), {Si,b}). (4)
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Now, the only place that A1 appears on the right-hand side of (4) is in D2,0 and D2,1. But(
D2,0

D2,1

)
= A−11

((
Ŝ2,0

Ŝ2,1

)
A2 +

(
E2,0

E2,1

))
.

Since
(
E2,0

E2,1

)
is distributed as D2(w+n)×m

Z,σ , and does not appear anywhere else on the right-hand

side of Eq. (4), Lemma 3.4 allows us to replace
(
D2,0

D2,1

)
with D2(w+n)×m

Z,σ , with security parameter µ.

But in the resulting hybrid, A2 only appears in D3,0 and D3,1. Hence we can repeat the argument
to replace D3,b with Gaussian samples. Continuing in this way, we get that

{D1,b}b∈{0,1}, {Di,b}2≤i≤h,b∈{0,1}, aux(k)

≈c {U(Zq)
m×1}b∈{0,1}, {D

(w+n)×m
Z,σ }2≤i≤h,b∈{0,1}, aux(k)

with security parameter µ, as desired.

It remains to prove Claim 4.10. We proceed by induction in decreasing order of p.

Base case. The base case p = h is(
{gk(x) + ex}x∈{0,1}h , aux(k), {Si,b}

)
≈c

(
{U(Zq)}x∈{0,1}h , aux(k), {Si,b}

)
,

where gk(x) = u′ · Ŝx · v′.
To prove the base case, start with our assumption that F is a σ-PRF in the presence of aux such
that poly(µ)-time adversaries obtain advantage at most negl(2h

2λ); that is, letting z = y | y | · · · | y,
for random k ← Kλ,(

{fk(z) + ez}y∈{0,1}ℓ , aux(k)
)
≈c

(
{U(Zq)}y∈{0,1}ℓ , aux(k)

)
.

On the other hand, Lemma 4.5 guarantees that for any fixed key k, over the randomness of the Si,b

and the ey,

{gk(y) + ey}y∈{0,1}h , {Si,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1} ≈c {fk(x) + ex}x∈{0,1}ℓ , {U(Zq)}y′ , {Si,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1} ,

where again, poly(µ)-time adversaries obtain advantage at most negl(2h
2λ). Applying the first

indistinguishability to the {fk(x) + ex}x∈{0,1}ℓ term of the second and using the fact that the Si,b

are sampled independently of k yields the base case.

Inductive step. Suppose Claim 4.10 is true for p = j + 1; we will prove it for p = j. For all
i ∈ [h] and all y ∈ {0, 1}i, let Ey ← D1×m

Z,σ′ (previously, Ey was only defined for i = h). Recall that
y | b denotes the concatenation of bitstring y with bit b. We claim that all poly(µ)-time adversaries
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obtain advantage at most negl(2h
2λ) in distinguishing the following sequence of hybrids:

({(u | 1n)ŜyAj +Ey}y∈{0,1}j ,

{(u | 1n)Ŝy · (Ŝj+1,bAj+1 +Ej+1,b) +Ey|b}y∈{0,1}j ,b∈{0,1},
{Di,b}i≥j+2,b, aux(k), {Si,b}) (H1)

= ({(u | 1n)ŜyAj +Ey}y∈{0,1}j ,{
(u | 1n)Ŝy|bAj+1 +Ey|b + (u | 1n)ŜyEj+1,b

}
y∈{0,1}j ,b∈{0,1}

,

{Di,b}i≥j+2,b, aux(k), {Si,b}
)

(H2)

≈s ({(u | 1n)ŜyAj +Ey}y∈{0,1}j ,{
(u | 1n)Ŝy′Aj+1 +Ey′

}
y′∈{0,1}j+1

,

{Di,b}i≥j+2,b, aux(k), {Si,b}
)

(H3)

=
(
{uMyAj + (1n)SyAj +Ey}y∈{0,1}j ,{

(u | 1n)Ŝy′Aj+1 +Ey′

}
y∈{0,1}j+1

,

{Di,b}i≥j+2,b, aux(k), {Si,b}
)

(H4)

≈c

(
{uMyAj + U(Zq)

1×m}y∈{0,1}j ,{
(u | 1n)Ŝy′Aj+1 +Ey′

}
y∈{0,1}j+1

,

{Di,b}i≥j+2,b, aux(k), {Si,b}
)

(H5)

=
(
{U(Zq)

1×m}y∈{0,1}j ,{
(u | 1n)Ŝy′Aj+1 +Ey′

}
y∈{0,1}j+1

,

{Di,b}i≥j+2,b, aux(k), {Si,b}
)

(H6)

≈c ({U(Zq)
1×m}y∈{0,1}j , {U(Zq)

1×m}y′∈{0,1}j+1 ,

{Di,b}i≥j+2,b, aux(k), {Si,b}) . (H7)

We prove each step as follows:

• (H1) = (H2) by linear algebra.

• (H2) ≈s (H3) by noise-flooding (Lemma 3.8). In particular, Ey|b is a discrete Gaussian with
parameter σ′ satisfying σ′ ≥ (2h

2λ)ω(1)∥(u | 1n)ŜyEj−1,b∥∞.

• (H3) = (H4) by definition of Ŝy.

• (H4) ≈c (H5) by BLMR security (Lemma 3.9) of the family {(1n)SyAj +Ey} with secret Aj .
Note that the parameters of this family are exactly the “in particular” parameters of the lemma
statement.

• (H5) = (H6) since the additive U(Zq)
1×m acts as a one-time pad.
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• (H6) ≈c (H7) by invoking the inductive hypothesis.

Now, we may apply evasive LWE with the following choices of variables, where we view {·} as
stacking the matrices vertically.

S = {(u | 1n)Ŝy}y∈{0,1}j ,
B = Aj ,

P = (Ŝj+1,0Aj+1 +Ej+1,0 | Ŝj+1,1Aj+1 +Ej+1,1),

aux = ({Di,b}i≥j+2,b, aux(k), {Si,b})

The fact (H1) ≈c (H7) is (up to rearranging matrices) exactly the precondition of eLWESampF,aux,j ,σ
′,σ′ :

(SB+E,SP+E′, aux) ≈c (U(Zq)
2j×m,U(Zq)

2j×2m, aux),

where by definition E← D2j×m
Z,σ′ , E′ ← D2j×2m

Z,σ′ . Thus, by evasive LWE, we have

(SB+E,B−1(P), aux) ≈c (U(Zq)
2j×m,B−1(P), aux) ,

which is exactly the statement of the claim with p = j. To finish the inductive step, we must write
down the security loss from evasive LWE. For j ∈ [h], let Aj denote an adversary that breaks the
indistinguishability of Claim 4.10 with p = j.

Then, evasive LWE with security parameter λ′ = 2jλ (so that n′ = 2j−1(n + w) is bounded by
poly(λ′)) tells us

Adv(Aj) ≥ Adv(Aj−1)/poly
(
2jλ
)
, time(Aj) ≤ time(Aj−1) · poly

(
2jλ
)

which implies

Adv(Ah) ≥ Adv(A1)/poly
(
2h

2
λh
)
, time(Ah) ≤ time(A1) · poly

(
2h

2
λh
)
.

Thus we need the base case indistinguishability, that is Claim 4.10 with p = h, to hold with security
parameter 2h

2
λh. But the claim in fact holds with security parameter 2h

2λ > 2h
2
λh. This completes

the proof.

5 Witness PRFs for UP

In this section, we first construct witness PRFs for UP, that is, the class of unambiguous non-
deterministic polynomial time languages.

5.1 Definitions

We first recall the definition of witness PRFs due to Zhandry [Zha16].
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Definition 5.1 (Witness PRFs). A witness PRF is a triple of PPT algorithms (Gen,F,Eval) with
the following interface and properties.

• Gen is a randomized algorithm that takes as input a security parameter 1λ and a circuit
R : {0, 1}ℓx × {0, 1}ℓw → {0, 1}ℓ representing a NP relation. It outputs a (secret) function key
fk and a (public) evaluation key ek.

(We will often write X ,W, and Y for {0, 1}ℓx , {0, 1}ℓw , and {0, 1}ℓ respectively.)

• F(fk, x): On input key fk and statement x ∈ X , deterministically outputs some y ∈ Y.

• Eval(ek, x, w): On input the evaluation key ek, statement x ∈ X and witness w ∈ W, outputs
either y ∈ Y or ⊥.

Correctness: Except with probability negl(λ) over the randomness of Gen, for all (x,w) ∈ X ×W ,

Eval(ek, x, w) =

{
F(fk, x) if R(x,w) = 1

⊥ if R(x,w) = 0.

Security: Consider the following experiment EXPRA(b, λ) between a challenger C and adversary A:

• The challenger runs (fk, ek)← Gen(1λ, R) and sends ek to A.

• The adversary can adaptively query instances xi ∈ X . The challenger replies with F(fk, xi).

• The adversary can make a single challenge query to x∗ ∈ X . The challenger responds with yb,
where y0 := F(fk, x∗), and y1 ← Y.

• Again, the adversary can adaptively query instances xi ∈ X , to which the challenger replies
with F(fk, xi).

• The adversary sends a bit b′ to the challenger.

• The challenger then checks that x∗ /∈ {xi} and that there is no w such that R(x∗, w) = 1 (i.e.,
x∗ /∈ L). If these checks both pass, the challenger outputs b′. Otherwise, it outputs a random
bit.

Let Wb be the event that the challenger outputs 1 in experiment b, and define the adversary’s
advantage to be

AdvRA(λ) = |Pr[W0]− Pr[W1]| .

Following Zhandry, we say that (Gen,F,Eval) is adaptively interactively secure for a relation R if for
all PPT A, AdvRA(λ) = negl(λ).

Definition 5.2 (Unambiguous non-deterministic polynomial time (UP)). Let p : N → N be an
efficiently computable, polynomially bounded function, and let L ∈ NP. An efficiently computable
relation R : {0, 1}α × {0, 1}p(α) → {0, 1} is a unambiguous non-deterministic polynomial time (UP)
relation for L if for all α ∈ N, for all x ∈ {0, 1}α,
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• if x ∈ L, there is a unique w ∈ {0, 1}p(α) such that R(x,w) = 1;

• if x /∈ L, there are no w ∈ {0, 1}p(α) such that R(x,w) = 1.

If L ∈ NP has a UP relation we say that L ∈ UP.

5.2 Construction

The construction takes inspiration from the witness encryption construction of [VWW22].

Construction 5.3. Let α = α(λ), and let Rα : {0, 1}α × {0, 1}p(α) → {0, 1} be a UP relation.
Choose α(λ) ∈ poly(λ) small enough that α, p(α) ≤ nδ/10. By a classical reduction to Circuit-
SAT, we may assume without loss of generality that Rα(x,w) is represented by a circuit of depth
O(log |α+ p(α)|) = O(log λ). Let ℓ = α+ p(α).

The generation algorithm Gen(1λ, Rα) proceeds as follows. First, it uses Barrington’s theorem
(Theorem 4.1) to construct a read-c MBP

Γα =
(
{Mi,b ∈ {0, 1}v×v}i∈[h],b∈{0,1},u,v ∈ {0, 1}v,

)
,

computing 1−Rα, where v = O(1), c, l ∈ poly(λ), and h := c · ℓ. Specifically, for all x ∈ {0, 1}α and
w ∈ {0, 1}ℓ,

1−Rα(x,w) = uTM(x,w)|(x,w)|···|(x,w)v .

For i ∈ [h], it samples Si,b ← Dn×n
Z,σ , and for i ≤ α, it samples Ti,b ← Dn×n

Z,σ , where σ =
√
2n. Next,

it samples matrices

Qi,b =



(
Mi,b ⊗ Si,b

Ti,b,

)
1 ≤ i ≤ α,(

Mi,b ⊗ Si,b

I

)
α < i ≤ h,

L =
(
(uT ⊗ (1, 0, . . . , 0)) | (1, 0, . . . , 0)

)
,

R =

(
v ⊗ a
b

)
,

where a,b← Zn
q , and sets F := (L, {Qi,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1},R). Finally, it outputs

fk := {{Ti,b}i∈[α],b∈{0,1},b},
ek := P := ggh.encode(F) .

The other two algorithms are as follows, where p := 2h
7λ (following Lemma 3.15).

• F(fk,x) : Outputs
⌊
1TTx · b

⌉
p
∈ Zp.
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• Eval(ek,x,w) : If Rα(x,w) = 0, output ⊥. Else, use ek to compute

y := ⌊P (x,w)⌉p ∈ Zp

and output y.

Lemma 5.4. View (L, {Qi,b}i∈[h],b∈{0,1},R) in Construction 5.3 as a family of MBPs {fk}k whose
keys are the random matrices k := ({Si,b}i,b, {Ti,b}i,b). Let σ =

√
2n, σ′ = 2h

3λ · (n2σ)h+1 (following
Lemma 3.9), and let aux(k) := {⌊Tx ·B⌉p}x/∈L. Then {fk}k is a σ′-matrix PRF in the presence of
aux such that all poly(µ)-time adversaries have distinguishing advantage at most negl(2−h2λ).

Proof. Let {Si,b}i,b, {Ti,b}i,b be sampled as in Construction 5.3. We wish to show that for {ex|w ←
DZ,σ′}x∈X ,w∈W ,

{LQ(x,w)|(x,w)|···|(x,w)R+ ex|w}x∈X ,w∈W , aux ≈c {U(Zq)}x∈X ,w∈W , aux . (5)

For ease of notation, we let z := x | w, Z := {(x | w) | x ∈ X ,w ∈ W}, and let

fsk1(x) = 1T ·Tx · b ∈ Zq, sk1 = {{Ti,b},b}
gsk2(z) = 1T · Sz|z|···|z · a ∈ Zq, sk2 = {{Si,b},a}

where sk1 and sk2 are independently generated according to the distribution in Construction 5.3.
Then, we can rewrite:

{LQz|z|···|zR+ ez}z∈Z (6)

= {(uTMz|z|···|zv) · (1TSz|z|···|z · a) + 1TTx · b+ ez}z∈Z (7)

= {1TTx · b+ ex|w}x∈X ,w∈W:R(x,w)=1 ⊔ {1TSz|z|···|z · a+ 1TTx · b+ ex|w}x∈X ,w∈W:R(x,w)=0 (8)

= {fsk1(x) + ex}x∈L ⊔ {gsk2(x,w) + fsk1(x) + ex|w}x∈X ,w∈W:R(x,w)=0. (9)

We obtain the first equality by definition of L,Qi,b,R. We obtain the second inequality using the
assumption that uMz|z|···|zv = 1−R(z). Finally, we obtain the last equality by using the definition
of fsk1 and gsk2 , and by using the fact that the language is in UP to re-index the first term in terms
of only x. We can also rewrite aux := {⌊Tx ·B⌉p}x/∈L = {

⌊
fsk1(x)

⌉
p
}x/∈L.

Now, we proceed in hybrids. Note we allow the reductions below to run in time poly(µ) ≥
poly(|X |, |W|, λ), and bound the distinguishing probability by negl(2−h

2λ).

• H0: This is the real distribution of Construction 5.3. Sample sk1, sk2, and aux as in Construc-
tion 5.3, and output

{fsk1(x) + ex}x∈L ⊔ {gsk2(x,w) + fsk1(x) + ex|w}x∈X ,w∈W:R(x,w)=0, aux = {
⌊
fsk1(x)

⌉
p
}x/∈L .

• H1: Output

{fsk1(x) + ex}x∈L ⊔ {U(Zq)}x∈X ,w∈W:R(x,w)=0, aux .
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Indeed, we have

{gsk2(x,w) + fsk1(x) + ex|w}x∈X ,w∈W:R(x,w)=0

≈c {U(Zq) + fsk1(x)}x∈X ,w∈W:R(x,w)=0

= {U(Zq)}x∈X ,w∈W:R(x,w)=0 .

Here, the ≈c follows from BLMR PRF security (Lemma 3.9), and the = is by a one-time pad
argument.

• H2: Replace aux as follows: output

{fsk1(x) + ex}x∈L ⊔ {U(Zq)}x∈X ,w∈W:R(x,w)=0, aux := {
⌊
fsk1(x) + e′x

⌉
p
}x/∈L,

where e′x ← DZ,σ′ . This follows from Lemma 3.13.

• H3: Replace {fsk1(x) + ex}x∈L ⊔ {fsk1(x) + e′x}x/∈L with {U(Zq)}x∈X . That is, output

{U(Zq)}x∈L ⊔ {U(Zq)}x∈X ,w∈W:R(x,w)=0, aux := {⌊U(Zq)⌉p}x/∈L,

This replacement follows from BLMR PRF security (Lemma 3.9).

• H4: Replace aux = {⌊U(Zq)⌉p}x/∈L with aux′ = {U(Zp)}x/∈L. This step is statistical, and
follows from Lemma 3.11.

• H5: Replace aux′ with {
⌊
fsk1(x)

⌉
p
}x/∈L. That is, output

{U(Zq)}x∈L ⊔ {U(Zq)}x∈X ,w∈W:R(x,w)=0, aux := {
⌊
fsk1(x)

⌉
p
}x/∈L .

This step follows from rounded BLMR (Lemma 3.15).

H5 is exactly the distribution on the RHS of (5). Therefore, this completes the proof.

Theorem 5.5. Let L be a UP language with UP relation R, and assume LWEn,poly(n),q,σ and
eLWESampF,aux,j ,σ

′,σ′ for all 1 ≤ j ≤ h− 1, where aux(k) := {⌊Tx ·B⌉p}x/∈L, and all parameters and
matrices are as in Construction 5.3.

Then Construction 5.3 is an adaptively secure witness PRF for L.

Proof. We show that Construction 5.3 is correct and adaptively secure as in Definition 5.1.

Correctness. It suffices to check that, except with probability negl(λ), for all x,w such that
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R(x,w) = 1, Eval(fk,x,w) = F(fk,x) ; that is,

⌊P (x,w)⌉p = ⌊1TTx · b⌉p .

But by Lemma 3.7, except with probability negl(µ), all matrices of ek have entries bounded by
B := σ

√
n. Thus by GGH-encoding correctness (Theorem 4.9), for all x,w,

|ξx,w := (P (x,w)− LQ(x,w)|(x,w)|···|(x,w)R)| ≤ ξ ,

where ξ = (4(σ
√
n)(n+O(1)) log q)h+1. And for x,w such that R(x,w) = 1,

LQ(x,w)|(x,w)|···|(x,w)R = 1T ·Tx · b ,

since uTM(x,w)|(x,w)|···|(x,w)v = 0. It remains to notice that ξ/p = negl(2h · λ), so by Lemma 3.13,
except with probability negl(λ), for all x,w such that R(x,w) = 1,

⌊1TTx · b+ ξx,w⌉p = ⌊1TTx · b⌉p .

This completes the proof of witness PRF correctness.

Adaptive security. We proceed in a sequence of hybrids to show that EXPRA(0, λ) ≈c EXP
R
A(1, λ)

• H0,b : The challenger interacts with the adversary A according to the original experiment
EXPRA(b, λ).

• H1,b : This hybrid follows H0,b, with the following modification to the challenger. After the
challenger samples (fk, ek) ← wPRF.Gen(1λ, R), she computes aux = auxfk := {F(fk,x)}x/∈L.
Then, when the challenger receives the challenge query x∗, she first attempts to compute
the witness w for x∗ (by searching over all w ∈ {0, 1}ℓ). If she finds one, she responds with
wPRF.Eval(ek,x∗,w); otherwise, she responds with aux(x∗) (which is possible since x∗ /∈ L).

By wPRF correctness, except with probability negl(λ), for all x,w such that R(x,w) = 1,
wPRF.Eval(ek,x,w) = F(fk,x). On the other hand, if x /∈ L, then aux(x) = F(fk,x) by
construction of aux. Therefore, H1,b ≈s H0,b.

• H2,b : Follows H1,b, but replaces ek with a value independent of fk, drawn from the distribution
D guaranteed by Theorem 4.9. This follows from Theorem 4.9, which applies because of
Lemma 5.4.

• H3,b: This hybrid is identical to H2,b, except that the challenger replaces aux with {U(Zp)}x/∈L.
This is justified by Lemma 3.15, now that fk is sampled independently of the rest of the
adversary’s view. Therefore, it follows that H3,b ≈c H2,b.

But now, conditioned on x /∈ L, H3,0 = H3,1, since the response to the challenge query is a
independently and uniformly sampled bit regardless of whether b = 0 or b = 1. Hence, conditioned
on x∗ /∈ L,

EXPRA(0, λ) ≡ H0,0 ≈s H1,0 ≈c H2,0 ≈c H3,0 ≡ H3,1 ≈c H2,1 ≈s H0,1 ≡ EXPRA(1, λ) ,
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which implies that the adversary has negligible advantage. And conditioned on x∗ ∈ L, the adversary
has zero advantage by definition of adaptive security. This completes the proof.

6 Designated Verifier Zero-Knowledge SNARGs from Witness PRFs

In this section, we show how to construct a designated verifier zero-knowledge SNARG generically
from witness PRFs. We follow the NIZK construction of Sahai and Waters [SW14] (which is also a
SNARG construction), and demonstrate how one can use a witness PRF for a relation R to obtain a
designated-verifier SNARG for relation R. As a corollary, we obtain a SNARG for UP from evasive
LWE.

Theorem 6.1. Suppose there exists an adaptively secure witness PRF for a NP language L with
witness relation R : {0, 1}ℓx × {0, 1}ℓw → {0, 1}. Then, for any ℓ ≥ ω(log(λ)), there exists a
reusable, adaptively secure designated verifier SNARG for R which has statistical adaptive multi-
theorem zero-knowledge (see Definition 3.19), with proof size ℓ, and prover (and verifier) runtime
poly(ℓx + λ+ ℓ).9

Moreover, if the witness PRF is subexponentially secure (that is, for some δ > 0, all poly(2λδ
)

adversaries achieve advantage at most negl(2λδ
) in the adaptive security game), then for any proof

size ℓ ≥ ω(λδ), the above SNARG is subexponentially sound (more precisely, all poly(2λδ
) adversaries

achieve success probability at most negl(2λδ
) in the reusable adaptive soundness game).

Algorithm 4 SNARG for relation R given a witness PRF for R, with proof size ℓ.

Fix a witness PRF family (wPRF.Gen,wPRF.F,wPRF.Eval) with domain X and range {0, 1}ℓ,
where ℓ ≥ ω(log(λ)).

• SNARG.Gen(1λ) :

– Generate fk, ek← wPRF.Gen(1λ, R).

– Set private state τ := fk, and crs := ek.
– Output (crs, τ).

• SNARG.Prove(crs, x, w) : Output π ← wPRF.Eval(crs, x, w).

• SNARG.Verify(τ, x, π) : Output 1 iff π = wPRF.F(fk, x).

Proof. We show that Algorithm 4 satisfies the properties of Definition 3.18. The claimed runtime
bound on Algorithm 4 is immediate. Succinctness is satisfied, because the proof size is independent
of ℓx and ℓw. Correctness is also clearly satisfied, since witness PRF correctness guarantees that
except with probability negl(λ), for all x,w such that R(x,w) = 1, we have wPRF.Eval(ek, x, w) =
wPRF.F(fk, x).

For soundness, suppose for contradiction that there exists a prover P running in time p(λ) that wins
the reusable adaptive soundness game with probability ε(λ). Specifically, with probability at least

9Note that the verifier runtime can be generically reduced to depend only logarithmically on ℓw using FHE and a
RAM delegation scheme as in [CJJ21, KLVW23].
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ε(λ), P outputs x∗ /∈ L along with a cheating proof π∗ for x∗ (satisfying Verifyτ (x
∗, π∗) = 1). We

assume without loss of generality that in this case, the last query made by P is (x∗, π∗).

Consider the following adversary A in the witness PRF adaptive security game. At a high level, A
works by guessing the first index i where the prover queries (x∗, π) for some proof π. (Notice that π
might not equal π∗; that is, the prover may not yet have succeeded in finding a cheating proof!)

1. A chooses a random index i← [p(λ)].

2. Upon receiving the evaluation key ek from the witness PRF challenger C, the adversary A sets
crs = ek, and runs the prover P on input crs, simulating its oracle queries.

3. For the first i− 1 oracle queries (xj , πj) made by P:

• A queries xj to the challenger, who returns F(fk, xj).

• A responds to P’s query with 1 if πj = F(fk, xj), and with 0 otherwise.

4. For the ith query (xi, πi),

• If xi = xj for any j < i, A outputs a random bit to C (ending the game).

• Otherwise, A sends xi as a challenge query to the challenger, receiving as output a string
y.

• If πi = y, A outputs b′ = 0 to C (ending the game). Otherwise, it responds to P’s query
with the value 0.

5. For the remaining queries (xj , πj) for j > i:

• If xj = xi, and if πj = y, then A outputs b′ = 0 to C (ending the game).

• Otherwise, if xj = xi but πj ̸= y, then A sends 0 to P.

• Otherwise, A queries xj to the challenger, to obtain F(fk, xi). Then, A responds to P
with 1 if πi = F(fk, xi), and sends 0 otherwise.

6. The adversary outputs a random bit to the challenger.

First, observe that if P runs in time p(λ) ≤ poly(λ), then A runs in time poly(λ). Moreover, if P
runs in time p(λ) ≤ poly

(
2λ

δ
)
, then A runs in time poly

(
2λ

δ
)
. To finish the proof, we claim that A

achieves advantage at least
ε(λ)/(2p(λ))− p(λ)/2ℓ .

If p ≤ poly(λ), ε ≥ 1/poly(λ) and ℓ ≥ ω(log(λ)), this contradicts polynomial security of the witness
PRF, implying the first part of the theorem. On the other hand, if p ≤ poly

(
2λ

δ
)
, ε ≥ 1/poly

(
2λ

δ
)
,

and ℓ ≥ ω(2λ
δ
), this contradicts subexponential security of the witness PRF, proving the second

part of the theorem.

It remains to prove the claim. Suppose the witness PRF challenger sampled b = 0. Then, it is easy
to see that the view of P is exactly as in the reusable, adaptive soundness game of the SNARG. Let
E be the event that the prover succeeds and A guesses the index i correctly. That is, P outputs
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(x∗, π∗) such that Verifyτ (x∗, π∗) = 1, and i is the first index such that xi = x∗. Notice that Pr[E] is
non-negligible; indeed Pr[E] ≥ ε(λ)/p(λ). Conditional on E, it is easy to see that the witness PRF
challenger C outputs 0. Indeed, because π∗ = F(fk, xi) = y, A outputs b′ = 0 as soon as P queries
(x∗, π∗). Moreover, x∗ was never sent to C as an evaluation query, and x∗ /∈ L by assumption. Thus
C also outputs b′ = 0. Now condition on E. Recall that C either outputs a random bit, or C outputs
what A outputs. And notice that A either outputs b′ = 0 or outputs a random bit. Hence, the
probability that C outputs b′ = 0 is at least 1/2. It follows that, in the b = 0 case, the probability
that C outputs 0 is at least 1/2 + ε(λ)/(2p(λ)).

Now, suppose the witness PRF challenger sampled b = 1. Similarly to before, it is not hard to see
that C outputs a uniformly random bit, unless A outputs 0 in steps 4 or 5. But the probability that
A outputs 0 in steps 4 or 5 is at most the probability that P queries some (xi, πi) with xi = y = y1.
But y1 ← {0, 1}ℓ is uniformly random and independent of the view of P. Thus, this probability
is at most p(λ)/2ℓ. It follows that, in the b = 1 case, the probability that C outputs 0 is at most
1/2 + p(λ)/2ℓ.

Putting the last two paragraphs together, we see that A has advantage at least ε(λ)/(2p(λ))−p(λ)/2ℓ,
completing the proof.

Statistical Adaptive Multi-Theorem Zero-Knowledge. It suffices to define p.p.t. S = (S1,S2)
for Experiment 2.

• S1(1λ): Computes fk, ek← wPRF.Gen(1λ, R). Sets crs = ek, τ = fk and st = fk.

• S2(x, st): Output wPRF.F(st, x) = wPRF.F(fk, x).

By statistical correctness of the wPRF, we have that wPRF.Eval(crs, x, w) = wPRF.F(τ, x) with
probability 1− negl(λ). Therefore, by a union bound, we have that Prove(crs, x, w) = S2(τ, x), and
the views of the A in the real and ideal experiments are in fact statistically close.

Therefore, using our witness PRF for UP from Construction 5.3, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 6.2. Let L be a UP language with UP relation R. Assuming the LWE and evasive
LWE assumptions made in Theorem 5.5, there exists a subexponentially adaptively sound reusable
designated-verifer SNARG for L.

7 Adaptive SNARGs from Non-Adaptive Witness PRFs

In this section, we show that a sub-exponentially secure non-adaptive witness PRF (defined in
Definition 7.1) is sufficient to construct adaptive designated-verifier SNARGs with succinct proofs.
Then, in Section 7.2, we argue that the Sahai-Waters SNARG [SW14] in the designated-verifier
setting can be viewed as a non-adaptive witness PRF.

7.1 Non-Adaptive Witness PRFs to SNARGs

First, we introduce the notion of a non-adaptive witness PRF.
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Definition 7.1 (Non-Adaptive Witness PRFs). A non-adaptively secure witness PRF (non-adaptive
wPRF) is a triple of PPT algorithms wPRF = (wPRF.Gen,wPRF.F,wPRF.Eval) having the interface
of Definition 5.1, satisfying the correctness property of Definition 5.1, and satisfying the following,
alternative, security definition.

Non-Adaptive Security: Consider the following experiment EXPRA(b, λ) between a challenger C
and adversary A:

• A chooses some x∗ /∈ L, and sends it to C.

• If b = 0, C sets y = F(fk, x). Otherwise, she samples y ← Y. Then she sends y to A.

• C runs (fk, ek)← Gen(1λ, R), and sends ek to A.

• A now can make adaptive queries to x ∈ X with x ̸= x∗, to which C responds with F(fk, x).

• A outputs a bit b′.

Let Wb be the event that the adversary outputs 1 in experiment b, and define the adversary’s
advantage to be AdvRA(λ) = |Pr[W0]− Pr[W1]|. We say that (Gen,F,Eval) is non-adaptively secure
for a relation R if for all PPT A, AdvRA(λ) = negl(λ). We further say that it is subexponentially
non-adaptively secure if there exists a constant α > 0 such that, for all A running in time poly

(
2λ

α),
AdvRA(λ) = negl(2λ

α
).

We now show that a witness PRF that is subexponentially non-adaptively secure is in fact (subexpo-
nentially) adaptively secure.

Theorem 7.2. Assume there exists a subexponentially non-adaptively secure witness PRF for a
language L ∈ NP. Then, there exists a subexponentially adaptively secure witness PRF for L.

Proof. Let ρ denote a security parameter for the non-adaptive witness PRF wPRF. That is, for
some α > 0, wPRF is non-adaptively secure against adversaries running in time poly

(
2ρ

α) with
distinguishing advantage negl(2ρ

α
).

Consider the language L restricted to {0, 1}ℓx . We choose ρ to be polynomial in ℓx+λ. In particular,
we choose ρ = (ℓx + λ)1/α so that 2ρ

α
= 2ℓx+λ.

We claim that with this choice, wPRF is in fact subexponentially adaptively secure. To prove this, let
A be any adversary running in time poly

(
2ρ

α) that achieves advantage 1/poly
(
2ρ

α) in the adaptive
security game. We show an (non-uniform) adversary A′ running in time poly

(
2ρ

α) that achieves
advantage 1/poly

(
2ρ

α) in the non-adaptive security game, contradicting non-adaptive security. This
adversary A′ takes as non-uniform advice the truth table of L (on instances of length at most ℓx),
and behaves as follows.

• A′ samples x∗ ← L, and sends x∗ to C. (Using the truth-table, this can be done in time
poly

(
2ℓx
)
≤ poly

(
2ρ

α).)
• The challenger C computes y, ek, and fk, and sends y and ek to A′. A′ then forwards ek to A.
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• A′ handles A’s queries as follows.

– For each evaluation query from A, A′ forwards the query to C, and forwards C’s response
back to A.

– For the challenge query x, if x = x∗, A′ responds with y. Otherwise, A′ aborts and
outputs a random bit.

• A′ outputs whatever A outputs.

Clearly Pr[x = x∗] = 1/|L| ≥ 1/poly
(
2ρ

α). And conditional on x = x∗, the non-adaptive adversary
A is playing the real adaptive security game, so it wins (and so A′ wins) with probability at least
1/2+1/poly

(
2ρ

α). Finally, conditional on x ≠ x∗, A′ outputs a random bit, so it wins with probability
1/2. It follows that A′ wins with probability 1/2 + 1/poly

(
2ρ

α), contradicting non-adaptive security
of wPRF. This completes the proof.

Combining this with Theorem 6.1, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 7.3. Assume there exists a subexponentially non-adaptively secure witness PRF for a
language L ∈ NP. Then, there exists a subexponentially adaptively sound designated-verifier SNARG
for L ∈ NP.

7.2 Sahai-Waters SNARG through the Lens of Non-Adaptive Witness PRFs

In this section, we re-frame the Sahai-Waters construction [SW14] in the designated verifier setting
in terms of non-adaptive witness PRFs. The construction is Algorithm 5. We show that assuming
sub-exponential hardness of indistinguishability obfuscation and one-way functions, Algorithm 5 is a
subexponentially non-adaptively secure witness PRF.

Algorithm 5 Sahai-Waters-based [SW14] witness PRF construction.

wPRF.Gen(1λ) :

• Sample a PRF key k ← PPRF.Gen(1ρ).

• Construct the following circuit Pk:

– Input: x,w

– Hardcoded value: k

– Algorithm: If R(x,w) = 1, output PPRF.Eval(k, x). Else, output ⊥.
• Compute the evaluation key ek := Obf(Pk) and the secret function key fk := k.

• Output (fk, ek).

wPRF.F(fk, x) : On input key fk and PPRF input x, output PPRF.Eval(fk, x).
wPRF.Eval(ek, x, w) : Output Obf.Eval(ek, (x,w)).
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Theorem 7.4. Assuming subexponentially secure one-way functions and subexponentially secure
indistinguishability obfuscation, there exists a non-adaptively subexponentially secure witness PRF.

In particular, Algorithm 5, instantiated with a subexponentially secure indistinguishability obfuscator
Obf and a subexponentially secure puncturable PRF PPRF, is a non-adaptively subexponentially
secure witness PRF.

Proof. Recall that subexponentially secure puncturable PRFs follow from subexponentially secure
one-way functions (Theorem 3.6). Our assumptions thus imply the existence of the following
primitives, where α > 0 is some constant and ρ is a security parameter.

• A 2ρ
α-secure puncturable PRF family PPRF = (PPRF.Gen,PPRF.Punc,PRF.Eval) with domain

X and range {0, 1}ℓ for some ℓ = κ+ ω(log(|x|+ |w|+ λ)).

• A 2ρ
α-secure indistinguishability obfuscation scheme Obf.

Consider the following hybrids, where H0,b is the real non-adaptive witness PRF security game
EXPRA(b, λ).

• H0,b : A interacts with the real non-adaptive witness PRF challenger C as in EXPRA(b, λ).

• H1,b : Identical to H0,b, except that C computes ek by obfuscating a punctured program.
Specifically, ek := Obf(Pk{x∗}), where on input (x,w), Pk{x∗} behaves as follows: if R(x,w) = 1,
it outputs PPRF.Eval(k{x∗}, x); otherwise it outputs ⊥.

• H2,b: Identical to H1,b, except that on receiving x∗ from A, instead of responding with y, the
challenger C responds with a random element y′ ← Y.

Clearly, H2,0 ≡ H2,1, so it suffices to show that for all b ∈ {0, 1}, all poly
(
2ρ

α)-time distinguishers
obtain advantage at most negl(2ρ

α
) in distinguishing H0,b from H2,b.

But by the assumed subexponential security of Obf, for all b ∈ {0, 1}, no poly
(
2ρ

α)-time distinguisher
has advantage better than negl(2ρ

α
) in distinguishing H0,b from H1,b. Indeed, since x∗ /∈ L, that is,

there is no w such that R(x∗, w) = 1, Pk and Pk{x∗} have identical functionalities. Indistinguishability
follows by invoking subexponential iO security.

And, by the assumed subexponential punctured-key security of PPRF, for all b ∈ {0, 1}, the same
indistinguishability holds between H1,b and H2,b. Indeed, the (subexponential) punctured-key security
of PPRF implies that

(x∗, k{x∗},PPRF.Eval(k, x∗)) ≈c (x
∗, k{x∗}, r).

But it is easy to verify that for all b ∈ {0, 1}, there is an efficient algorithm which on input b and the
LHS (resp. RHS) of the above indistinguishability, simulates the challenger C in H1,b (resp. H2,b).
Hence H1,b ≈c H2,b. Putting the previous two statements together, we obtain that for all b ∈ {0, 1},
H0,b ≈c H2,b. This completes the proof.

Corollary 7.5. Assuming subexponentially secure one-way functions and subexponentially secure
indistinguishability obfuscation, there exists a reusable, adaptively subexponentially sound SNARG
for NP in the designated verifier setting.
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Proof. Combining Theorem 7.4 and Theorem 7.2, we obtain a subexponentially adaptively sound
witness PRF for NP from subexponentially secure one-way functions and subexponentially secure
indistinguishability obfuscation. Then, applying Theorem 6.1, we obtain a reusable, adaptively
subexponentially sound SNARG for NP in the designated verifier setting.

8 SNARK for UP

In this section, we show that any adaptively sound SNARG for UP can be generically transformed
into one with black-box knowledge soundness. Our transformation preserves public verifiability
and zero knowledge. We use a fully homomorphic encryption scheme (FHE) as well as an injective
public-key encryption scheme. Both primitives can be instantiated from the learning with errors
(LWE) assumption (see Definition 3.22 and Definition 3.25).

Theorem 8.1. Assume the existence of a leveled fully homomorphic encryption scheme and an
injective public-key encryption scheme (see Definition 3.25). If there exists a reusably and adaptively
sound designated-verifier SNARG system for UP, then there exists a reusably and adaptively sound
designated-verifier SNARK for UP with a non-adaptive black-box knowledge extractor.

If the underlying SNARG is publicly verifiable, the resulting SNARK is also publicly verifiable.
Additionally, if the underlying SNARG is a zk-SNARG, the resulting SNARK is also a zk-SNARK.

Plugging in the zk-SNARG system we constructed in Section 6, and noting that LWE implies a leveled
fully homomorphic encryption scheme and an injective public-key encryption scheme (Theorem 3.23
and Theorem 3.26), we get the following corollary.

Corollary 8.2. Let L be a UP language with UP relation R. Assuming the LWE and evasive
LWE assumptions of Theorem 5.5, there exists a reusably and adaptively sound designated-verifier
zk-SNARK for L with a non-adaptive black-box knowledge extractor.

Furthermore, applying both Corollary 7.5 and Theorem 8.1 to the Sahai-Waters SNARG [SW14],
we get the same primitive, but from indistinguishability obfuscation instead of evasive LWE.

Corollary 8.3. Let L be a UP language with UP relation R. Assuming subexponentially-secure
indistinguishability obfuscation, subexponentially-secure one-way functions, and LWEn,poly(n),q,σ for
n = poly(λ), σ ≥

√
2n, and q = 2n

ε for some constant ε > 0, there exists a reusably and adaptively
sound designated-verifier zk-SNARK for L with a non-adaptive black-box knowledge extractor.

Remark 8.4 (On the work of [CGKS23]). Our transformation is inspired by the recent work of
Campanelli, Ganesh, Khoshakhlagh and Siim [CGKS23]. However, there are two issues with their
claim. First, they claim that their transformation converts a non-adaptive SNARG (for UP) into
a SNARK. To the best of our knowledge, their transformation as-is seems to require adaptive
soundness of the underlying SNARG. We elaborate on this in Remark 8.7 after we describe the
construction. Secondly, they claim that their construction preserves zero-knowledge, but to the
best of our understanding, this is not the case. In our construction, we preserve zero-knowledge by
adding a layer of encryption under a public-key encryption scheme. We have contacted the authors
and they agree with both of the above points. Coming up with a transformation from non-adaptive
SNARG for UP/NP to a non-adaptively extractable SNARK for UP is an interesting open problem.
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Remark 8.5. One could ask if a similar compiler can be shown for NP instead of merely UP. It turns
out that black-box extractable SNARKs for NP in the plain model do not exist [CGKS23, Kal23];
therefore, the restriction to UP is, in a sense, necessary.

We describe our transformation from a SNARG for UP to a SNARK for UP in Section 8.1 and prove
that it indeed satisfies the desired properties in Section 8.2.

8.1 Our Transformation from SNARG for UP to SNARK for UP

Our construction builds on [CGKS23] and uses the following building blocks:

• An reusably and adaptively secure dvSNARG scheme Π = (Π.Gen,Π.Prove,Π.Ver) for UP (e.g.,
Corollary 6.2 or Corollary 7.5).

• A leveled fully homomorphic encryption scheme FHE = (FHE.Gen,FHE.Enc,FHE.Dec,FHE.Eval)
such that FHE.Evalek is deterministic (e.g., Theorem 3.23).

• An injective public key encryption scheme PKE = (PKE.Gen,PKE.Enc,PKE.Dec) (see Defini-
tion 3.25 and Theorem 3.26). When encrypting a string s, we use PKE.Encpk(s) as a shorthand
to denote the bit by bit encryption of s.

Construction. Consider α = poly(λ), and consider a UP relation Rα with witnesses of size at
most p(α) for some polynomial p. For w ∈ {0, 1}p(α), define the function Cw : [p(α)]→ {0, 1} with
the following functionality:

Cw[i] = w[i]

It is easy to see that such a function can be represented by a circuit of size at most d := d(α), for
some polynomial d that depends only on p.

We first define a new relation R′α : X ′ ×W ′ → {0, 1} as follows:

X ′ = X × C
W ′ =W ×R

R(c,ek,pk)
α ((x, ρ), (w, r)) =


1

if Rα(x,w) = 1 and
ρ = PKE.Encpk(FHE.Evalek(Cw, c); r)

10

0 otherwise.

(10)

where R is the domain of the randomness used in PKE.Enc and C is the output domain of PKE.

Claim 8.6. The relation R
(c,ek,pk)
α : X ′ ×W ′ → {0, 1} (defined in (10)) is a UP relation.

Proof. It is clear by construction that R(c,ek,pk)
α is a polynomial time computable relation. This follows

from the fact that Rα, FHE.Eval and FHE.Rerand are all polynomial time computable functions.

To show unique witnesses, fix any (x, ρ) ∈ X ′. We now have two cases to consider:
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Algorithm 6 Construction of SNARK for UP relation Rα.
We first describe the SNARG scheme, which relies on a leveled fully homomorphic scheme FHE
and an injective public key encryption scheme (Definition 3.25).

• SNARK.Gen(1λ, R) :

– Compute (skFHE, ek)← FHE.Gen(1λ, 1d), where d was the bound on the size of the circuit
Cw.

– Compute (skPKE, pk)← PKE.Gen(1λ).

– Let t = ⌈log2(p(α))⌉, and compute t ciphertexts ctj = FHE.EncskFHE(0) for j ∈ [t]. Let
c = (ct1, . . . , ctt).

– Compute (crs, τ)← Π.Gen(1λ, R
(c,ek,pk)
α ), for relation R

(c,ek,pk)
α as defined in (10).

– Set the new common reference string crs′ = (crs, ek, pk, c), and verifier state τ .11

– Output (crs′, τ).

• SNARK.Prove(crs′, x, w) : If R(x,w) = 0, output ⊥. Else,

– Sample r ← R.
– Compute ρ← PKE.Encpk(FHE.Evalek(Cw, c); r).

– Compute π ← Π.Prove(crs, (x, ρ), (w, r)).

– Output x, π′ := (ρ, π).

• SNARK.Ver(τ, x, π′ = (ρ, π)) : Output Π.Ver(τ, (x, ρ), π).

Case 1: There are no witnesses w such that Rα(x,w) = 1.

In this case, there is clearly no (w, r) such that R(c,ek,pk)
α ((x, ρ), (w, r)) = 1. Thus (x, ρ) has no

witnesses.

Case 2: x has some (unique) witness w such that Rα(x,w) = 1.

In this case, clearly all witnesses to (x, ρ) must be of the form (w, ·). Moreover, for all r,
R

(c,ek,pk)
α ((x, ρ), (w, r)) = 1 only if ρ = PKE.Encpk(s; r) , where s := FHE.Evalek(Cw, c) is a

deterministic function of w and c. But since PKE is an injective encryption scheme, there can
be at most one r such that PKE.Encpk(s; r) = ρ, so (x, ρ) has at most one witness.

Since every (x, ρ) ∈ X ′ has at most one witness in W ′, the relation is in fact a UP relation.

Now, we describe our SNARK construction in Algorithm 6. Additionally, we present a trapdoor
common reference string generation mode in Algorithm 7, which will be vital for our knowledge
extractor.

Remark 8.7. Our transformation differs from the construction of [CGKS23] in three ways. Firstly,
in the construction of [CGKS23], the homomorphically evaluated output of FHE.Evalek(Cw, c) is not
encrypted. However, encrypting under a public key encryption scheme PKE is necessary to argue the
fact that the transformation in Algorithm 6 preserves zero-knowledge. Secondly, our transformation
only relies on a SNARG for UP, rather than a SNARG for NP, to achieve a SNARK for UP. We are
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able to do this by choosing our public key encryption scheme PKE to be injective. Finally, we rely on
an adaptively-secure SNARG system. This seems inherent (even in the construction of [CGKS23]),
because even an honest prover needs the public parameters pk, ek, c (generated along with the crs for
the underlying SNARG) in Algorithm 6 before being able to generate an instance for the underlying
SNARG.

Algorithm 7 Trapdoor common reference string generation for SNARK system in Algorithm 6.
We additionally describe a trapdoor crs generation mode, which we later use in our knowledge
extractor construction in Algorithm 8. The trapdoor mode additionally takes as input i representing
some index of the witness. All differences from SNARK.Gen are highlighted in blue.

• TDGen(1λ, R, i ∈ [p(α)]) :

– Compute (skFHE, ek)← FHE.Gen(1λ, 1d).
– Compute (skPKE, pk)← PKE.Gen(1λ).

– Let t = ⌈log2(p(α))⌉. Let i1, i2, . . . , it be the bit decomposition of the index i. Compute
t ciphertexts ctj = FHE.EncskFHE

(ij) for j ∈ [t]. Let c = (ct1, . . . , ctt).

– Compute (crs, τ)← Π.Gen(1λ, R
(c,ek,pk)
α ), for relation R

(c,ek,pk)
α as defined in (10).

– Set the new common reference string crs′ = (crs, ek, pk, c), verifier state τ and trapdoor
td = (skFHE, skPKE).

– Output (crs′, τ, td).

8.2 Proof of Theorem 8.1

We constructed such a SNARK from a SNARG in Algorithm 6. We first show succinctness and
soundness, and defer the proof of knowledge soundness to Lemma 8.8 and proof of adaptive multi-
theorem zero-knowledge to Lemma 8.11.

Succinctness. Note that the new proof consists of a PKE encryption of a FHE ciphertext of a
single bit, and proof produced by SNARG.Prove(·).
Consider the following parameters.

• By the compactness of FHE, we know that the size of the ciphertext is bounded by ℓ(λ) for
some polynomial ℓ independent of the size of Cw (and hence, the size of w).

• The PKE scheme has ciphertexts (encrypting a single bit) of size p(λ), and uses r(λ) of
randomness to encrypt a bit, where p and r fixed polynomials.

• Let f(|x|, |w|, λ) be the proof size of the underlying SNARG scheme for negl(λ) soundness.

Then, the new proof consists of a PKE encryption of an FHE ciphertext, which has size ℓ(λ) · p(λ).
Also recall that for relation R

(c,ek,pk)
α ((x, ρ), (w, r)), |ρ| ≤ ℓ(λ) · p(λ) ≤ poly(λ) and |r| ≤ ℓ(λ) · r(λ) ≤

poly(λ), where both are bounded by fixed polynomials independent of x and w. Therefore, the
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proof π for the relation R
(c,ek,pk)
α ((x, ρ), (w, r)), we note that has size f(|x| + |ρ|, |w| + |r|, λ) =

f(|x|+ poly(λ), |w|+ poly(λ)). Therefore, if f(|x|, |w|, λ) = poly(λ) · (|x|+ |w|)o(1), then we have that
the proof length is:

|ρ|+ |π| = ℓ(λ) · p(λ) + f(|x|+ poly(λ), |w|+ poly(λ))

≤ poly(λ) + poly(λ)(|x|+ |w|+ poly(λ))o(1)

≤ poly(λ)(|x|+ |w|)o(1)

where all instances of poly(λ) denote polynomials independent of x and w. Therefore, the resulting
proof is still succinct if the underlying SNARG is succinct.

Reusable and adaptive soundness. Suppose otherwise, and there exists a cheating prover P∗
with ϵ(λ) advantage (greater than negligible in λ). By an averaging argument, there must exist
some (skFHE, ek) ← FHE.Gen(1λ, 1d), (skPKE, pk) ← PKE.Gen(1λ) and c such that such that P ∗

is able to cheat with probability ϵ(λ) with respect to a SNARK common reference string of the
form (crs, ek, pk, c), where crs ← SNARG.Gen(1λ, R

(c,ek,pk)
α ). Fix such a tuple (ek, pk, c). Then, P∗

produces (possibly adaptive) cheating proofs for the underlying SNARG for R(c,ek,pk)
α with probability

at least ϵ(λ), which contradicts the reusable, and adaptive soundness of the underlying SNARG.

Preserving public verifiability. Suppose that the underlying SNARG system Π is in fact publicly
verifiable. In particular, this means that the verifier secret state τ generated in SNARK.Gen(1λ)
in Algorithm 6 in fact equal to the crs. Note that crs′ = (crs, pk, ek, c) in fact contains τ = crs.
Therefore, the resulting SNARK is also publicly verifiable.

Lemma 8.8. If Π is a reusable and adaptively secure SNARG scheme, then SNARK in Algorithm 6
is non-adaptively black-box knowledge sound.

Proof. Suppose P = (Pinp,Pchall) such that P able to produce a verifying proof for a non-adaptively
chosen x with non-negligible probability 1

h(λ) , where h is some polynomial. By the adaptive soundness
of the underlying SNARG scheme, it must be the case that x ∈ L.

Claim 8.9. If the crs is generated using TDGen(1λ, R, i) (in Algorithm 7) instead of SNARK.Gen(1λ, R)
for an arbitrary i ∈ [p(α)] instead, then P still succeeds in producing a verifying proof for x with
probability at least 1/h(λ)− negl(λ).

Proof. The only difference in the two modes of crs generations is that the encryption c generated
in the crs is either an encryption of 0, or an encryption of i. Therefore, by IND-CPA security of
FHE, the two modes are indistinguishable and hence the P∗’s success probability differs by at most
a negligible amount.

With this observation in hand, we now present the black-box extractor in Algorithm 8.

Since x ∈ L, there exists some w such that Rα(x,w) = 1.

Claim 8.10. In each iteration of the for loop, Ext computes the ith bit of the w with probability at
least 1− 1

2λp(α)
.
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Algorithm 8 Black-box extractor Ext for SNARK in Algorithm 6
Input: (crs, τ, x, π) such that SNARK.Ver(x, π)
Oracle access: Pchall(st, ·) which is able to provide accepting proofs for x with probability 1

h(λ) ,
for some polynomial h.
The algorithm:

• Initial an array W of length p(α) to all ∅.

• For i ∈ {1, . . . , p(α)}, repeat the following experiment at most 3h(λ) · (loge p(α) + λ) times:

– Restart black-box access to Pchall from state st.
– Compute (crs′, τ, td)← TDGen(1λ, R, i).
– Send crs′ to Pchall:

∗ Answer all SNARK.Verτ (·) queries from Pchall with secret state τ .
∗ If any query is of the form (x, (ρ, π)) such that SNARK.Ver(τ, x, (ρ, π)) outputs 1,

then do the following:
· Unpack td = (skFHE, skPKE).

· Compute bi ← FHE.DecskFHE
(PKE.DecskPKE(ρ)).

· Set W [i] = bi.

• Check if R(x,W ) = 1. If yes, output W . Else, output ⊥.

Proof. By Claim 8.9, Pchall(ct, ·) succeeds in creating a verifying proof (ρ, π) for x with probability
1

h(λ) − negl(λ) ≥ 1
2h(λ) . By adaptive soundness of the underlying SNARG, Pchall creates accepting

proofs for (x, ρ) without a witness if negl(λ). Therefore, with probability 1
2h(λ) − negl(λ) ≥ 1

3h(λ) , it

must be the case that (x, ρ) has a witness (w′, r′) under the corresponding relation R
(c,ek,pk)
α . By con-

struction, we additionally must have Rα(x,w
′) = 1, and since Rα is a UP relation, w′ = w.

Additionally, by definition of Rα, we have that ρ = PKE.Encpk(FHE.Evalek(Cw, c); r). There-
fore, by the correctness of the PKE scheme, and the correctness of FHE, we have that W [i] =
FHE.DecskFHE

(PKE.DecskPKE(ρ)) = Cw(i) = w[i] as desired.

Since the experiment is repeated 3h(λ)(loge p(α) + λ) times, we fail to compute the ith bit with
probability at most (

1− 1

3h(λ)

)3h(λ)(loge p(α)+λ)

≤ 1

2λp(α)

By a union bound, the extractor Ext obtains all the bits of w correctly with probability at least
1−1/2λ. Therefore, if P∗ is able to succeed with creating a proof for x with non-negligible probability,
than Ext extracts an incorrect witness with probability at most 1/2λ.
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Pr

 Ver(τ, x, π) = 1
∧ R(x,w) ̸= 1

:

(x, st)← Pinp(1λ)
(crs, τ)← Gen(1λ)
π ← Pchall(st, crs)

w ← ExtPchall(st,·)(crs, τ, x, π)

 ≤ ϵ(λ) · 2−λ = negl(λ).

Hence, Algorithm 6 is in fact non-adaptively black-box knowledge sound.

Lemma 8.11. Suppose that the SNARG Π is adaptively multi-theorem zero-knowledge. Then,
SNARK in Algorithm 6 is also (computationally) adaptively multi-theorem zero-knowledge, as in
Definition 3.19.

Proof. Suppose that the underlying SNARG is adaptively multi-theorem zero-knowledge. Then, the
resulting scheme is computationally adaptively multi-theorem zero-knowledge. Let SΠ = (SΠ1 ,SΠ2 )
be the adaptive, multi-theorem p.p.t. simulators for SNARG scheme Π.

Now, we would like to construct simulator S = (S1,S2) for SNARK in Algorithm 6.

• H0 : The adversary A interacts with the real experiment EXPRealA (1λ) as in Definition 3.19 with
SNARK.Gen and SNARK.Prove, and the true verifier secret τ .

• H1 : In this hybrid, we replace both the calls to Π.Gen and Π.Prove in SNARK.Gen and
SNARK.Prove respectively with the simulator calls to SΠ. All changes are highlighted in blue.
Concretely:

– Replace SNARK.Gen(1λ, R) with SNARK.Gen1(1
λ, R) as follows:

∗ Compute (skFHE, ek)← FHE.Gen(1λ, 1d).
∗ Compute (skPKE, pk)← PKE.Gen(1λ).

∗ Let t = ⌈log2(p(α))⌉, and compute t ciphertexts ctj = FHE.EncskFHE
(0) for j ∈ [t].

Let c = (ct1, . . . , ctt).

∗ Compute (crs, τ, st)← SΠ1 (1λ, R
(c,ek,pk)
α ), for relation R

(c,ek,pk)
α as defined in (10).

∗ Set the new common reference string crs′ = (crs, ek, pk, c), verifier state τ .
∗ Output (crs′, τ).

– Replace SNARK.Prove(crs, x, w) with SNARK.Prove1(crs, x, w, st) as follows: No longer
check R(x,w) = 1.

∗ Sample r ← R.
∗ Compute ρ← PKE.Encpk(FHE.Evalek(Cw, c); r).

∗ Compute π ← S2(crs, st, (x, ρ)).
∗ Output x, π′ := (ρ, π).

First, note that the experiment environment already verfies that R(x,w) = 1, so removing the
check in SNARK.Prove does not change the view of the adversary. Additionally, we have that
by the adaptive multi-theorem zero-knowledge property of the underlying SNARG scheme, we
have H0 ≈c H1 (note that this step can be replaced with a statistical indistinguishability if the
underlying scheme has statistical zero-knowledge).
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• H2 : In this hybrid, we replace SNARK.Prove1(crs, (x, ρ), w) with the new prove program
SNARK.Prove2(crs, x, st), with the changes highlighted in blue:

– Sample r ← R.

– Compute ρ← PKE.Encpk(0; r).

– Compute π ← S2(crs, st, (x, ρ)).
– Output x, π′ := (ρ, π).

Note that H1 ≈c H2 by the semantic security of the PKE scheme (recall that the A interacting
with this experiment does not see r) and the fact that SΠ1 and SΠ2 are p.p.t. algorithms.

Now, define S = (S1,S2) such that S1 = SNARK.Gen1 from H1, and S2 = SNARK.Prove2 (recall
that S2 crucially no longer depends on w) from H2. Then, one can view H2 as the ideal experiment
EXPIdealA (1λ) in Definition 3.19 with simulator S = (S1,S2). Therefore, since EXPRealA (1λ) ≡ H0 ≈c

H2 ≡ EXPIdealA (1λ), we indeed have that the real and ideal views are indistinguishable, and the
resulting SNARK is also (computationally) adaptively multi-theorem zero-knowledge.
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A Deferred proofs

A.1 Proof of Lemma 3.9

Proof. It suffices to prove indistinguishability for a pair of modified distributions, identical to those in
the theorem statement except that each discrete Gaussian sample x← DZ,s (where s = σ or s = σ′)
is replaced with a “clipped” sample x̂ defined by x̂ = x if |x| < s

√
n, and x̂ = 0 otherwise. This is

justified by Lemma 3.7, which implies that for any s > 0, D̂Z,s ≈s DZ,s with security parameter µ,
where D̂Z,s is the distribution of samples clipped as above.

Given n, h ∈ N, let a(n, h) be the adversary’s advantage in the modified distinguishing task. Clearly
a(n, 0) = 0, since a+ eϵ = U(Zq), where ϵ denotes the empty bitstring. It suffices to show the claim

a(n, h) ≤ 2a(n, h− 1) + poly
(
n · 2h

)
/k + negl(µ) ,

because a simple induction on h then shows that a(n, h) ≤ h · 2h · (poly
(
n · 2h

)
/k) + negl(µ). This

implies the result since we assumed that h ≤ nδ, f(n) ≤ 2n
δ , and 1/k(n) ≤ negl(n, 2h, f(n)).

For b ∈ {0, 1}, let ab ← Zn
q and e′b ← D̂Z,σ, and for x ∈ {0, 1}h, let e′′x ← D̂Z,σ′ . The claim

follows immediately from the following hybrids, which all hold against poly(µ)-time adversaries with
advantage bounds which will be specified below.{(

h+1∏
i=1

Si,xi

)
· a+ ex

}
x∈{0,1}h+1

, {Si,b ← D̂n×n
Z,σ }b∈{0,1},i∈[h+1]

≈s

{(
h∏

i=1

Si,yi

)
· (Sh+1,ba+ e′b) + e′′y,b

}
y∈{0,1}h,b∈{0,1}

, {Si,b ← D̂n×n
Z,σ }b∈{0,1},i∈[h+1]

c
≈

{(
h∏

i=1

Si,yi

)
· ab + e′′y,b

}
y∈{0,1}h,b∈{0,1}

, {Si,b ← D̂n×n
Z,σ }b∈{0,1},i∈[h+1]

≈c {U}y∈{0,1}h+1,b∈{0,1} {Si,b ← D̂n×n
Z,σ }b∈{0,1},i∈[h+1]
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The ≈s holds with advantage bound poly
(
n · 2h/k

)
and follows from noise flooding. Specifically, since

the entries of the Si,b have absolute value at most σ
√
n, and except with probability n·2h·2−n = negl(µ)

this also holds for all ex, we have

σ′′ = max
i,y,b

{∣∣∣∣∣
((

h∏
i=1

Si,yi

)
e′b

)
i

∣∣∣∣∣
}
≤ (σn2)h+1 .

Thus, for each y, b, we can replace each entry of ey,b −
(∏h

i=1 Si,yi

)
e′b with e′′y,b, each replacement

within statistical distance σ′′/σ′ ≤ 1/k by Lemma 3.8, adding up to a total statistical distance of
2h+1 · n · (2−n + 1/k) = poly

(
n, 2h

)
/k + negl(µ) = poly

(
n, 2h

)
/k.

The ≈c holds with advantage bound negl(µ) and follows from Lemma 3.1 in dimension n, with secret
a and public matrix (ST

h+1,0,S
T
h+1,1)

T . Finally, the ≈c holds with advantage bound 2a(n, h− 1) and
follows from inductive hypothesis. This concludes the proof of the claim and thus the proof of the
lemma.

A.2 Proof of Lemma 3.15

Proof. To simplify the notation, we will omit {Si,b ← Dn×n
Z,σ }b∈{0,1},i∈[h] from the indistinguishability

claims in the proof. (That is, each claimed indistinguishability implicitly includes these matrices on
both sides.)

First, from Lemma 3.9 we have{(
h∏

i=1

Si,xi

)
· a+ ex

}
x∈{0,1}h

≈c {U(Zq)}x∈{0,1}h .

where all poly(µ)-time distinguishers have advantage at most negl(f(n)).

Thus we can apply Lemma 3.11 to the above values, with our p, g = f , and B = σ′
√
n, to obtain

⌊( h∏
i=1

Si,xi

)
· a

⌉
p


x∈{0,1}h

≈c {U(Zq)}x∈{0,1}h ,

where all poly(µ)-time distinguishers have advantage at most negl(f ′(n)), for

f ′ = f + 2h · (2σ
√
n/p+ (p/q)) + negl(λ) = f + k + 2h · (p/q) + negl(λ) = poly(f) .

Combining these two indistinguishabilities gives the desired result.
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A.3 Proof of Lemma 4.7

Proof. The proof proceeds in two steps. First, we will prove that for all d ∈ [h], for all x ∈ {0, 1}d,
we have

Dx = MxAd +
d∑

j=1

(
j−1∏
i=1

Mi,xi

)
·Ej,xj ·

 d∏
i=j+1

Di,xi

 , (11)

where we define Ah := Inh×nh . Then, observing that for all x ∈ {0, 1}h, Dx −Mx is simply the
sum in (11), we will finish the proof by showing that the (infinity) norm of this sum is at most the
claimed bound. We prove (11) by induction on d. The base case d = 1 follows by definition; indeed,
for all x1 ∈ {0, 1}, D1,x1 := M1,x1A1 +E1,x1 . For the inductive step, observe that for all x ∈ {0, 1}d,

Dx :=

(
d−1∏
i=1

Di,xi

)
·Dd,xd

=

(d−1∏
i=1

Mi,xi

)
·Ad−1 +

d−1∑
j=1

(
j−1∏
i=1

Mi,xi

)
·Ej,xj ·

 d−1∏
i=j+1

Di,xi

 ·A−1d−1(Md,xd
Ad +Ed,xd

)

= MxAd +

(
d∏

i=1

Mi,xi

)
·Ed,xd

+

d−1∑
j=1

(
j−1∏
i=1

Mi,xi

)
·Ej,xj ·

 d∏
i=j+1

Di,xi


= MxAd +

d∑
j=1

(
j−1∏
i=1

Mi,xi

)
·Ej,xj ·

 d∏
i=j+1

Di,xi

 ,

as desired. The second equality follows from the inductive hypothesis, and the others are just
algebraic manipulations. We prove the norm bound via∥∥∥∥∥∥

d∑
j=1

(
j−1∏
i=1

Mi,xi

)
·Ej,xj ·

 d∏
i=j+1

Di,xi

∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞

≤ d ·max
j∈[d]

(
j−1∏
i=1

Mi,xi

)
·Ej,xj ·

 d∏
i=j+1

Di,xi


≤ d ·

(
h−1∏
i=1

mi

)
·Bd .

The first inequality is trivial, and the second repeatedly uses the simple fact that if ∥A ∈ Zx×d
q ∥∞ ≤ a

and ∥B ∈ Zd×y
q ∥∞ ≤ b, then ∥AB∥∞ ≤ dab, along with Lemma 3.7, which implies that except with

probability negl(µ), for all i ∈ [h] and b ∈ {0, 1}, ∥Di,b∥∞ ≤ σ
√
n.
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